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Parametric Analyses of Protocols Utilized to Induce Verbal Behavioral Cusps and Capabilities 
Rebecca Hotchkiss 
The purpose of this study was to conduct parametric analyses of verbal behavior developmental 
protocols used to induce verbal behavioral cusps and capabilities. A parametric analysis detects 
the relationship between different values of an independent variable and its effects on behavior. 
Researchers manipulate parameters of an independent variable such as its quantity, rate, latency, 
intensity, or duration. In this study, the goal of the analysis was to determine how different 
parameters of developmental protocols affect the time required to induce verbal developmental 
cusps and how these parameters vary as a function of the differences in the cusps and capabilities 
present prior to initiating a protocol. In Experiment I, I conducted a parametric analysis of the 
intensity of an Intensive Tact Instruction (ITI) protocol on the induction of Bidirectional Naming 
(BiN). I selected eight participants due to absence of BiN in their repertoire while still 
demonstrating listener literacy and echoic, mand, and tact repertoires. I matched the participants 
into dyads based on their similarity in BiN level and rate of learning to assess the effects of the 
full (100 learn unit) intensity and the accelerated (50 learn unit) intensity of the ITI protocol. 
Results found varied results dependent on the students’ level of cusps/capabilities and degree of 
BiN at the onset of the intervention. Students with Unidirectional Naming (UniN) and higher 
capabilities at the onset of the protocol demonstrated that the intensities produced similar effects 
on inducing BiN; however, the accelerated protocol produced this outcome in fewer learning 
opportunities, suggesting the efficiency of the accelerated protocol. Students who demonstrated 
No-incidental Naming (NiN, or independence of listener and speaker repertoires) at the onset of 




While UniN could be established with these students with both the full and accelerated intensity 
of ITI, results on demonstrating BiN in these students varied. The outcomes are discussed in 
terms of efficiency and cost effectiveness, as well as the significance of conducting parametric 
analyses on protocols. In Experiment II, I conducted a parametric analysis of the stringency of an 
Auditory Match-to-Sample (AM) protocol on the induction of accurate echoics. I again matched 
participants into dyads based on their rate of learning and their similarity in echoic responses, to 
test the effects of the full (90% accuracy across 20 trials) criterion and the accelerated (5 
consecutive correct responses) criterion of the AM protocol. Participants demonstrated increases 
in their full echoic emissions following the AM intervention, regardless of the stringency of the 
criterion delivered (i.e., full vs. accelerated). Results across both Experiment I and II 
demonstrated the positive effects of conducting parametric analyses on protocols used to induce 
verbal behavioral cusps, to develop more efficient methods. Despite the manipulation to more 
accelerated parameters of the protocol intervention, comparable behavior change occurred across 
verbal behavior developmental cusps for both experiments.  
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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
Introduction 
In the field of special education, child development focuses on the intersection of 
education and psychology (Odom et al., 2005). These fields connect through the necessity to 
understand the interactions between development and instruction to teach children efficiently and 
effectively (Odom et al., 2005). It is widely accepted that for instruction to be effective, it should 
be delivered based on skills and repertoires that a child already possesses (Greer, 2002). This 
suggests that for a child to acquire new skills and learn, he or she must build on a foundation of 
cusps and capabilities that develop over time. These cusps and capabilities, once acquired, are 
crucial in allowing a child to learn novel skills in ways that he/she previously was unable to 
(Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). Such cusps include 
physical developmental cusps, such as crawling or walking, while others focus on verbal 
developmental cusps, which is the focus of these studies. 
In this literature review, I first explore the various theories presented by critical 
developmental psychologists who evaluated the intersection between language development and 
education. The focus then shifts from the field of developmental psychology and the emphasis on 
psychological constructs, to the field of behavior analysis (BA). BA investigates the interactions 
through the development of behavioral cusps and capabilities that allow for learning and 
language development (Rosales-Ruiz & Baer, 2013). I then discuss Verbal Behavior 





terms of their educational significance and overall development. Specifically, verbal behavior 
development refers to the experiential acquisition of capabilities that allow a child to “learn and 
be taught new relations, learn multiple responses, and multiple stimulus control from a single 
experience” while also learning at an accelerated pace (Greer & Speckman, 2009, p 450).   
To incorporate VBDT into the field of education teachers are required to function as 
strategic scientists and behavior analysts  to utilize empirically researched protocols and methods 
to address the presence or absence of cusps and capabilities in an individual student’s repertoire 
(Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). For many children, the acquisition and 
development of language is what is critical for their social and academic skills to develop. 
Children generally develop their language incidentally through experiences in the environment 
by the age of three years (Hart & Risley, 1995), where they learn the conditions that affect the 
relationship between the speaker and the listener (Greer & Ross, 2008). However, children with 
developmental or intellectual disabilities, or those from more impoverished language 
environments (Hart & Risley, 1995) may not naturally acquire these behavioral cusps and 
capabilities that allow for language development and independent functioning (Greer & 
Keohane, 2005). Specifically, the acquisition of cusps and capabilities allow for a child to learn 
things they previously could not, learn at accelerated rates, or learn in new modalities (Greer, 
Pohl, Du, & Moschella, 2017).  
Through frequent and typical interactions with the environment, children are able to 
acquire these cusps and capabilities naturally during their development (Rosales-Ruiz & Baer, 
2013). Yet, for those unable to access language-rich environments, the acquisition of these cusps 
and capabilities is stunted or stagnated (Hart & Risley, 1995, McGuiness, 2004). These children, 





allow for these verbal capabilities to be acquired. This direct instruction generally consists of 
intensive interventions, often referred to as protocols (Greer & Ross, 2008). The protocols are 
found to be specifically effective in inducing missing cusps and capabilities to achieve new 
developmental milestones. While a rather large body of literature has demonstrated the positive 
effects of these protocols on inducing cusps and capabilities (Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & 
Speckman, 2009; Greer, Pohl, Du & Moschella, 2017), continued research is needed to 
understand the relation between parameters of a protocol and its effect on behavior. Specifically, 
it has not been addressed how different intensities of the intervention are needed based on an 
individual’s level of verbal behavior development. Thus, to ensure an intervention or treatment is 
efficient, it is important to optimize the procedures to determine the most cost-effective methods. 
Efficiency can be recognized as the best use of educational resources to achieve a positive 
outcome with the least amount of adverse effects or unnecessary resource input (Schlinger, 
2017). To optimize an intervention, I discuss parametric analyses as a method to manipulate the 
intensity of a single variable within an intervention or protocol.  
The rationale for the present study was to answer the following questions: How does the 
intensity of a protocol’s delivery affect the induction of verbal behavior cusps and capabilities?  
Are there more optimal and efficient methods to induce verbal behavior developmental cusps 
and capabilities through protocol interventions? Therefore, the purpose of this study was to 
contribute to the understanding of inducing these verbal behavior developmental cusps and 
capabilities through specific protocols. The aim of Experiment 1 was to conduct a parametric 
analysis on an Intensive Tact Instruction (ITI) protocol utilized to induce the Bidirectional 
Naming (BiN). Specifically, Experiment 1 compared the original ITI procedure with an 





levels of language development. The aim of Experiment 2 was to conduct a parametric analysis 
on an Auditory Match-To-Sample protocol utilized to induce functional echoic and listener 
repertoires. Experiment 2 also compared the original Auditory Matching (AM) procedure with 
an accelerated version of AM to determine optimal usage of the protocol for children of varying 





REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Language Development 
 Language is often considered a critical aspect of development for an individual’s overall 
success in society (Ehrman & Oxford, 1995). The field of developmental psychology first 
evolved by conceptualizing the ideas of language and development within children as they 
matured. Kantor’s reactional biography (1933), Piaget’s stages of cognitive development (1971), 
Bandura’s social learning theory (1977), Vygotsky’s proximal development theory (1978), and 
Kohlberg’s stages of moral development (1984) were all built on the inclination to explain how a 
human develops through his/her lifetime, and how this influences learning. The most effective 
ways to teach a child were then generated based on the conclusions made from these theories. It 
was these cognitive, social, and behavioral theories that began the discussion on how language 
and social development interact with learning.  
Cognitive and Social Development Theories 
Piaget (1971) developed his theory of cognitive development after studying child 
behavior and attempted to experientially verify his stages. His theory was stage-based and 
focused on conflict resolution as the source of child development through stages of maturity. His 
theory largely focused on cognition rather than social development. Piaget asserted that this 
intellectual development is directly related to biological development, meaning that initial motor 
responses or behaviors provide the framework for the internal thought processes to evolve 
(Flavell, 1963). He suggested that cognitive advancement and development is achieved as a child 
attempts to solve conceptual conflicts. Therefore, he encouraged adult-initiated instruction and 





(Simwata, 2010).  This suggests that learning is conducted only by the child, based on his/her 
present level of development, and instruction only functions to measure the cognitive stage.   
Kohlberg’s theory of moral development (1984) expanded on Piaget’s work to develop a 
stage-based theory that children experience during their moral development. His theory relied on 
how a child observes other individuals in his/her environment and determines appropriate and 
inappropriate actions based on the consequences for actions he or she witnessed. Kohlberg’s 
(1984) theory began to connect the internal construct of cognition with social observation to 
determine how development evolved (Kohlberg & Hersh, 1977). In terms of learning, the adult 
must again lead the child towards moral conflicts that he must then resolve himself internally.  
Bandura (1961; 1977) also found the role of social development to be critical. His social 
learning theory focused on child development through observational learning and suggested that 
development is influenced by social models the child comes in contact with. He found that a 
child will imitate behavior he or she has observed, and that behavior is then reinforced or 
punished by the people around him or her. Therefore, adults must model and consequate the 
behaviors that are deemed important for a child’s development. This “identification” of socially 
appropriate behaviors allows for the child to then adopt behaviors along with values, beliefs, and 
attitudes (Bandura, 1977). However, Bandura (1977) believed that humans are still information 
processors, meaning that they think about the relationship between their behavior and its 
consequences. It is these internal cognitive processes that mediate the learning process.  
Behavioral Development Theories 
Complimentary to Bandura, Vygotsky (1978) developed his zone of proximal 
development theory to determine the gap between a child’s actual developmental level and 





problem-solving skills independently and second in collaboration with an adult or teacher 
(Vygotsky, 1978). This led to Vygotsky’s concept of scaffolding, where instruction is based on 
small tasks the learner is already capable of performing. This allows for the teacher to provide 
tasks slightly beyond the child’s abilities and assist the child, facilitating learning and 
development (Olson & Platt, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978). This theory continues to be utilized in the 
field of behavioral development through the principle of successive approximations or 
“shaping.” Shaping focuses on differentially reinforcing gradually extended responses to 
eventually teach an operant class (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 1987). It has been used to teach 
numerous behaviors both within education, including math (Cantoral & Farfáan, 2003), music 
(Greer & Lundquist, 1976), foreign languages (Flaherty, 1979), medical treatment (Hagopain & 
Thompson, 1999) and sports practices (Scott, Scott, & Goldwater, 1997).  
It is suggested that through these behavioral and cognitive developments, language is 
internalized (Olson & Platt, 2000). Kantor (1933) also based his theory on behavior, suggesting 
stages of psychological development grounded with environmental and behavioral history. His 
reactional biography conception theory consists of a series of stages to explain the development 
of an individual’s behavior, beginning with foundational through basic levels and ending with 
societal levels (Kantor, 1933). This also led to his conception of psycholinguistics (Kantor, 1936) 
to conceptualize how language develops from a psychological standpoint.     
It is clear these developmental theorists all focused on observable human language, 
behavior, and development, and attempted to explain it through cognitive, social, or behavioral 
concepts. While some theories had merit and others were discredited by continued research, the 
focus on human behavior, language, and development encouraged the field of psychology to 





theories in terms of how an individual develops, these developmental psychologists all suggested 
that learning and instruction is dependent on the child’s developmental level. This is what laid 
the foundation for the study of language development and verbal behavior to develop as a 
science.  
Skinner’s Verbal Behavior  
  Skinner (1957) developed an evolving definition of verbal behavior, where he stated that 
verbal behavior is reinforced through the mediation of others who are conditioned to respond 
precisely to affect the behavior of the speaker. Skinner later refined this definition to include that 
verbal behavior must be mediated by other individuals (listeners) whose behavior has been 
shaped or maintained by the verbal community or environment (Skinner, 1987). The role of the 
speaker is to affect his or her environment, while the role of the listener is to extend his or her 
senses through the behavior of the speaker while also reinforcing the behavior of the speaker.  
An example that supports his definition is evident with two individuals who are in a 
windowless room and the speaker makes a statement that the listener will need an umbrella when 
he or she goes outside. Even though the listener is not able to directly observe the weather, 
he/she is able to extend his/her senses through the speaker to determine that it is raining outside, 
and he/she will need an umbrella. Given previous experiences where the speaker extended the 
listener’s senses correctly, the listener will comply with the speaker’s directive. When the 
listener obtains the umbrella, the speaker’s behavior is reinforced by his/her effect on the 
environment and on the listener’s behavior. The listener is consequated through negative 
reinforcement, by avoiding the aversive stimulus of becoming wet from the rain when he/she 
goes outside. It is this function of speech, rather than form, that defines verbal behavior. It is the 





through written words, pictures, sign language, hieroglyphics and even smoke signals (Bondy & 
Frost, 1994).  
Skinner (1957) argued that speaker and listener behavior repertoires are learned 
separately by the environmental contingencies that follow the behavior, and are later joined at 
some point in verbal development. This is supported by others who claim that for an individual 
to be considered truly verbal, the speaker must function and behave as a listener simultaneously 
(Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Cullinan, 2000; Greer & Ross, 2008; Horne & Lowe, 1996).  
Therefore, the speaker and listener capabilities are initially independent, including their 
corresponding responses and independent eliciting or consequating controls (Greer & Speckman, 
2009; Skinner, 1957, 1986).  
As the child’s verbal behavior develops, other repertoires develop to demonstrate a 
readiness for the listener and speaker to join. This includes conversational units or verbal 
episodes where the listener and speaker rotates between individuals, allowing for each person to 
be reinforced as both a listener and a speaker (Greer & Speckman, 2009). Researchers from 
verbal behavior development and analysis discussed the relations between the listener-speaker 
within the same skin (Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). Several studies have 
supported this notion that both students with and without disabilities develop listener and speaker 
capabilities that initially function independently (Feliciano, 2006; Greer & O’Sullivan 2007; 
Greer, Stolfi, et al., 2005; Greer, Stolfi, & Pistoljevic, 2007; Horne, Lowe, & Randle, 2004; 
Lowe, Horne, & Hughes, 2005; Sundberg & Sundberg, 1990; Tsiouri & Greer, 2007). However, 
to acquire this level of verbal development, a foundation of independent pre-listener, listener, 






Verbal Behavior Development Theory (VBDT) 
Despite the progress made by Skinner (1957) and Horne and Lowe (1996), there was 
little empirical research to support their conclusions and the application of verbal behavior in 
humans. Therefore, it was necessary for researchers to study these listener and speaker 
repertoires independently, and how they possibly interact as speakers-as-own-listeners develop 
as a “truly verbal” individual. This led to the development of the Verbal Behavior 
Developmental Theory (VBDT), which aims to identify verbal behavior developmental cusps 
and capabilities that enable an individual to learn things he/she previously could not, in ways 
he/she could not (Greer & Ross, 2008). This theory was built on ideas first proposed in 
developmental psychology and is grounded in BA and the stimulus control for meeting 
developmental milestones.  Three overarching levels of verbal behavior functioning, the pre-
verbal foundational cusps, the listener/speaker cusps, and the speaker as own listener cusps (i.e., 
becoming “truly verbal”), make up the development of an individual (Greer, Pohl, Du, & 
Moschella, 2017). The individual then moves through these levels of verbal functioning based on 
the cusps and capabilities they acquire into their repertoire. To better understand this 
development, it is necessary to start with the early milestones that function as a foundation for 
verbal behavior. 
Behavioral cusps and capabilities. Bijou and Baer (1961) first began to look at child 
development from a behavior-analytic perspective by attempting to look at psychological 
development from a natural science perspective. To do so, they first defined psychological 
development as changes in the way an individual behaves within the environment. This 
interaction is simply discussed as a given response being more or less likely to occur, based on 





development, Rosales-Ruiz and Baer (1997) defined behavioral cusps as “any behavior change 
that brings the organism’s behavior into contact with new contingencies that have even more far-
reaching consequences,” (p. 533). In other words, cusps refer to new behavioral repertoires that 
allow a child to contact reinforcement he/she was previously unable to.  
Cusps that are capabilities are then distinguished as learning repertoires that allow a child 
to learn in new way they could not before (Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). They 
allow a child to remotely contact the elementary principles of behavior while allowing for new 
ways to learn and respond in new environments and contingencies. VBDT has focused on 
identifying these behavioral cusps and capabilities that demonstrate the interaction between child 
development and learning (Greer & Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 
2009; Greer, Pohl, Du, & Moschella, 2017). VBDT suggests that children generally acquire these 
cusps and capabilities naturally, however some children with language difficulties and 
developmental delays require intervention to induce the repertoires. Once a child acquires these 
specific developmental cusps, he/she can be taught in different ways to accelerate learning 
through the most efficient methods (Greer & Speckman, 2009).  
Pre-verbal foundational cusps. Foundational cusps focus on the emergence of the early 
observing responses, specifically tied to our five key senses: touch, taste, smell, sound, and sight. 
Keohane, Pereira-Delgado, and Greer (2009) and Greer and Speckman (2009) argue that 
responding to voices is one of the essential components that lead to the acquisition of listener and 
speaker repertoires. They discuss it as an observing response, which is defined as attending to a 
stimulus using one or more of the individual’s senses (Keohane et al., 2009). Observing 
responses for stimuli can include observing voices and faces along with auditory, 2-dimensional, 





voices occurs with typically developing newborns and that they are able to discriminate between 
sounds. Researchers have found that infants differentiate between their mother’s voices and other 
voices (Moon, 2017; Moon, Lagercrantz, & Kuhl, 2013; Decasper & Fifer, 1980). They also 
found that language is automatically reinforced from an early age, possibly even before birth, 
when a mother’s voice is paired with natural reinforcement such as food, attention or physical 
contact. Donahoe and Palmer (1994) also discussed swimming motions of the fetus while in 
utero and argue that these motions demonstrate the first instances of observing responses. Once 
the child is born, the mother’s voice is paired with the mother’s face, resulting in observing faces 
beginning to function as a conditioned reinforcer.  
Even at a young age, children are exposed to vast amounts of these pairings that likely 
condition language and speech as reinforcement. Bijou and Baer (1965) suggested that when the 
child then emits any type of vocal response, that it is somewhat similar to the noises (words) that 
his or her mother had emitted. This will have a transfer of automatic reinforcement from the 
mother’s verbal behavior to the child’s, increasing the frequency with which a child might 
“babble” or emit nonsensical, nonverbal vocal responses. This also relates back to research by 
Hart and Risley (1995) that a major variable in language acquisition in children is the amount of 
vocal verbal stimuli the parent emits towards to child. This could suggest that language 
development requires automatic reinforcement because the more verbal operants emitted towards 
the child, the more stimulus-stimulus pairings occur between language emission and 
reinforcement from the parent either through attention or physical contact. This automatic 
reinforcement research can even be expanded throughout language development, as verbal 
behavior becomes more complex. It has been found that grammar can be formed through this 





behavior sounds the same as other individuals in his/her environment (Donahoe & Palmer, 
1994).  
Becoming a listener/speaker. Once a child acquires basic observing responses, they can 
accurately respond to the vowel/consonant commands of others (Greer & Speckman, 2009). 
Children who acquire listener cusps and capabilities are able to hear a direction and follow it, 
without any gestural cues. They may also be able to differentiate and match vocal speech sounds 
through selection responses, which functions to clarify speech and potentially induce the first 
instances of parroting and echoics (Greer & Speckman, 2009). As the child advances in their 
development, identification and contact with the environment becomes more evident as their 
verbal behavior directly interacts with their environment.  
Listener Correspondence for Phonemes. A crucial verbal developmental cusp is the 
acquisition of auditory matching of words and phrases (Greer & Ross, 2008). When this cusp is 
in a child’s repertoire, he/she discriminates between the sameness and difference of auditory 
sounds and speech. Once a child accurately discriminates between vocal verbal words and 
phrases, it is possible that the student can then develop another verbal developmental cusp, 
listener literacy. Listener literacy as a cusp is the demonstration of responding accurately to 
vocal verbal instructions, and without it, children can only respond following visual cues or 
simply repeat others’ responses (Greer & Ross, 2008). Because of this, listener instruction must 
evolve from auditory matching before a child can develop other verbal repertoires, particularly 
speaker behavior.   
It also appears that this auditory matching cusp for phoneme correspondence is a 
prerequisite for a child to respond with speaker behavior through parroting or echoics, as well as 





(Greer & Ross, 2008). Chavez-Brown (2005) found that echoic responding is tied to auditory 
matching in many children with developmental and language delays who do not emit echoic 
responses or emit a high number of faulty or incorrect echoics. As a result of this, these children 
are unable to acquire a functional vocal verbal repertoire that allows them to interact with their 
environment.   
Parroting. Parroting (Skinner, 1957) is a behavior where the individual repeats the vocal 
antecedents, and includes self-reinforcing or automatically reinforcing vocal verbal patterns. 
When the vocal verbal patterns match sounds in a child’s environment, he/she is reinforced by 
the correspondence of the vocal pattern he/she emits with those heard. This suggests parroting is 
an early production response, during which vocal sounds are emitted because they are 
automatically reinforcing to the producer yet have no verbal functions. Yoon (1998) and 
Sundberg et al. (1996) have conducted research on parroting by implementing stimulus-stimulus 
pairing procedures to pair participant’s vocalizations with a reinforcer. They suggest that the 
stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure provided a conditioning reinforcement history to induce 
parroting and other speaker responses. Eventually, these speech sounds may develop into echoics 
leading to mands, tacts, or other primary speaker operants allowing speakers to gain the 
capability of echoing others. Greer and Ross (2008) argue that parroting is a prerequisite to 
emitting echoic behaviors, as it is an early level of duplicating. Parroting and echoic behavior are 
different in terms of their own functions. Since parroting functions as self-reinforcement or 
automatic reinforcement, it does not affect the behavior of the listener. However, echoic behavior 
results when a child has a history of speaking to control the behavior of a listener who mediates 
reinforcement for the speaker. Therefore, it is important to understand that parroting is not a 





effect for the speaker relative to a listener (Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Cullinan, 2001; 
Skinner, 1957).  
Echoics. Echoics are the simplest instance of verbal behavior that function under the 
control of verbal stimuli (Skinner, 1957). This repertoire, according to Skinner, is established 
generally through educational reinforcement due to its usefulness for parents, teachers, and 
others in the verbal community (Skinner, 1957). This often begins with echoic-to-mand 
repertoires where the child first functions as a listener when presented with the auditory stimuli 
(i.e., “Say cup”) from a speaker. The child is then able to contact reinforcement when his or her 
response is emitted with point-to-point correspondence (i.e., “cup”). The echoic repertoire is 
critical to speaker language acquisition and instruction because of its ability to shorten the 
shaping process for independent vocal verbal operants (Skinner, 1957). This is because a 
minimal echoic repertoire is necessary for a child to acquire other kinds of stimulus control for 
other verbal operant repertoires (i.e., mands or tacts). The echoic repertoire allows for the 
individual to function first as a listener, and then is reinforced as a speaker when he/she is able to 
emit verbal responses with point-to-point correspondence. This generally means that for accurate 
mand or tact instruction, the echoic behavior must first occur. A parent or instructor can arrange 
motivational contingencies and reinforcers paired with echoics, which eventually will occasion 
independent verbal behavior.  
 Because the echoic is a prerequisite for other speaker behaviors, such as mands and tacts 
(Fiorile & Greer, 2007; Greer & Ross, 2008), the echoic-to-tact or echoic-to-mand procedure is 
an effective tactic in verbal behavior analysis to establish these independent vocal verbal 
operants. Barbera and Kubina (2005) conducted a study to test the effects of using transfer 





is a transfer procedure to teach tacts. In the study, the experimenter presented the vocal 
antecedent (e.g., “bird”) along with a nonverbal stimulus (e.g., bird picture). The participant’s 
correct echoic response (e.g. “bird”) was reinforced. After implementing the previous sequence, 
the nonverbal stimulus was presented without the vocal antecedent. If the participant emitted a 
correct tact, the response was reinforced. The results of this study showed that the echoic-to-tact 
procedure resulted in the successful acquisition of the targeted tacts. However, it is important to 
note that a tact does not become a true tact until the reinforcer is social (Eby & Greer, 2017). 
Independent speaker responses begin to emerge as the listener repertoires continue 
developing. A child will start to emit independent mand and tact responses, which are often 
facilitated by parents and caregivers. They present new elements in the environment through 
multiple exemplars and experiences, providing praise for any attempts to identify (tact) or ask for 
(mand) stimuli. While various verbal operants develop, (i.e., mands, intraverbals, echoics), the 
tact is arguably the most important speaker response, according to researchers (Greer & 
Speckman, 2009; Greer & Ross, 2008; Skinner, 1957), because it conditions social attention as 
reinforcement. The acquisition of conditioned reinforcement for adult attention is the foundation 
for social communication because it indicates that the individual wants to be a part of the verbal 
community (Skinner, 1957). The tact and the mand generally develop separately before joining 
for essential speaker development (Greer, Pohl, Du, & Moschella, 2017).   
Becoming “truly verbal.” When the independent listener and speaker repertoires have 
developed, it becomes necessary for them to join. To be “truly verbal,” the listener and speaker 
repertoires must acquire joint stimulus control within the same skin (Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer 
& Speckman, 2009). Children typically acquire this skill through multiple exemplar experiences, 





three major speaker-as-own-listener repertoires consist of say-do correspondence, self-talk, and 
Bidirectional Naming (BiN) (Miguel, 2016; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). 
Say-do correspondence focuses on the relation between verbal (stating an action) and non-verbal 
behavior (engaging in stated actions). For example, a child can follow his or her own directions 
by stating “I am going to play with my cars” followed by the child getting his/her cars and 
engaging with them. Self-talk is generally observed during a child’s pretend play, such as 
playing with dolls and acting out a conversation between the two (Lodhi & Greer, 1989). BiN 
consists of the incidental acquisition of language through contact in the environment. This 
capability will be discussed in detail below.  
Once the individual acquires these cusps and capabilities, he/she can enter the final stage 
of verbal behavior, which is the speaker as own listener level. Within this, the individual acquires 
advanced levels of verbal behavior as BiN joins reading and the individual can learn untaught 
responses (e.g. speaker/listener) following textual responding. Throughout this process, BiN 
plays an essential role in an individual’s developmental trajectory. For it is through this 
capability that one becomes truly verbal and is able to acquire advanced verbal repertoires. It is 
therefore of upmost importance to employ developmental protocols if the capability is lacking, 
for it will change learning trajectory of the individual. 
It is argued that once the speaker-as-own-listener is acquired, the child undergoes a 
“behavioral metamorphosis.” Greer, Pohl, Du, and Mochella (2017) draw connections between 
the metamorphosis stages a caterpillar experiences and the verbal behavioral metamorphosis that 
a developing child undergoes. While the child is developing preverbal foundational cusps 
(orienting to voices, faces, generalized identify matching), they are functioning within the egg 





listener cusps (auditory matching, listener literacy), he/she functions as the caterpillar does. As 
the caterpillar grows into a chrysalis, the child grows their speaker cusps/capabilities while 
listener repertoires develop independently. Finally, the butterfly emerges and experiences the 
environment in new ways that it previously could not, now that it has developed wings. The 
same occurs with the child, as they acquire speaker-as-own-listener cusps/capabilities and 
experience their environment differently than they ever could before.  
Naming Theory and Bidirectional Naming (BiN)  
The initial usage of the term “Naming” was first introduced by Horne and Lowe (1996) 
as a key developmental stage that consists of a higher order relation where the speaker and the 
listener are combined within the same skin. Horne and Lowe’s (1996) Naming Theory is an 
extension of Skinner’s (1957) theory of verbal behavior, which defined Naming as a basic unit of 
speaker-as-own-listener verbal behavior that generally emerges in typically developing children 
between two and three years old (Gilic & Greer, 2011). Horne and Lowe (1996) suggested that, 
once present, Naming can expand across multiple response classes and lead to more complex 
verbal behavior development. During the process, the child attends to a speaker and an 
environmental stimulus (e.g., visual, auditory, tactile) by emitting listener responses (i.e., 
orienting toward the object). The child then emits an echoic either vocally following their 
listener behavior, which is reinforced by the initial speaker, who then functions as the listener, or 
emits an echoic covertly (i.e. beneath the skin) and later emits a speaker behavior that is 
reinforced by a listener. For example, a child may be in the park with his/her parent when they 
see a squirrel run up a tree. The parent functions as a speaker and states, “Look over there! 
That’s a squirrel.” The child’s attention is recruited through the initial mand to look and emit 





emit an immediate overt or vocal echoic for the name, which will likely be reinforced by the 
parent. The child can also emit an echoic subvocally, which is then later reinforced by a listener 
when the child again observes the stimulus and is able to say the correct name or label (i.e., 
seeing a squirrel the next day and saying “squirrel!”).  
Horne and Lowe (1996) also state that this echoic is an integral component when 
determining the source of reinforcement for naming. The child is then able to emit an 
independent tact for the stimulus, which is reinforced by the listener as well as the child’s 
speaker-as-own-listener behavior. Due to this, Naming is argued to be the foundational unit of 
verbal behavior that complex language is built upon (Horne & Lowe, 1996, 1997; Lowe & 
Horne, 1996). This is because Naming allows for the rapid acquisition of novel information to be 
acquired incidentally to both listener and speaker repertoires.  
Many who support the VBDT model for language acquisition (Greer & Keohane, 2006; 
Greer & Longano, 2010; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009) have identified BiN as 
the most crucial component of the speaker-as-own-listener verbal behavior repertoire, along with 
say-do correspondence and bidirectional operants between people (i.e., conversational units). As 
a child develops, the speaker and listener behaviors develop independently until they are joined 
and interlocked. As it is a higher-order class that utilizes arbitrary stimulus classes and the 
corresponding verbal topographies in bidirectional relations (Catania, 2002), the term 
Bidirectional-Naming (BiN) has been adopted (Miguel, 2016). BiN’s bidirectional relationship 
allows for the combination of listener and speaker behaviors within a single individual, without 
the requiring direct reinforcement for each topography of behavior. This allows for stimulus 
classes of objects and events to relate and develop without the need for direct instruction. 





relations through a few exposures to the relation in one form in the environment (Greer & Ross, 
2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). Once BiN is in a child’s repertoire, the he/she can learn a 
word-object relation as a listener and later produce the relation as a speaker (or vice versa). 
According to Greer and Ross (2008), the presence or emergence of BiN allows for a child to 
acquire language 4-10 times faster than when it was not in repertoire. 
Greer and Speckman (2009) argue that BiN is a verbal behavior developmental capability 
that allows for learning words and tacts for stimuli through incidental experiences. Generally, a 
verbal behavior developmental cusp allows for an individual to access contingencies and learn 
new things in a way that they previously could not (Greer & Ross, 2008). Specifically, once an 
individual acquires UniN, he or she can respond to the stimulus as a listener (e.g., pointing) by 
hearing the name of the same stimulus without contacting direct contingencies. Once an 
individual acquires BiN, he or she can also respond to the stimulus as a speaker (e.g., tact and 
intraverbal) by hearing the name of a stimulus without direct contingencies. Thus, BiN allows 
the individual to observe a stimulus as both listener and speaker through an incidental 
experience. Specifically, it is through listener behavior and echoic (covert or overt) behavior that 
the bidirectional relation between the listener and the speaker emerges.  
Greer and Longano (2010) also found that the echoic is critical in the naming process. 
Verbal Behavior Developmental Theory (Greer & Ross, 2008) proponents agreed that the echoic 
may play a key role, however, they argue that Naming actually begins with observing responses. 
Greer and Longano (2010) found it was important to account for stimulus-stimulus pairings that 
occur between the observation and production responses of the naming loop. Therefore, the 
student’s listener and speaker responses may be reinforced by their simultaneous observing 





speech sounds should also be accounted for as the foundation and development of listener 
reinforcement during observing responses. As Horne and Lowe’s (1996) Naming theory 
suggests, the process of joining the listener and the speaker initially starts with the observation of 
the target stimulus or object.   
Types of BiN. Miguel (2016), Hawkins, Gautreaux, and Cheisa (2018), and Greer, Pohl, 
Du, and Moshella (2017) proposed a taxonomical change from the term Naming to Bidirectional 
Naming when referring to this phenomenon. Horne and Lowe (1996) acknowledged that the term 
Naming was common in both general English language as well as within various scientific fields.   
However, they hoped that this crossover would promote interactions between scientists from 
different fields. By proposing this distinction, the term Naming would be reserved for Horne and 
Lowe’s Naming theory and their seminal research while more contemporary works would refer 
to this listener-speaker behavior for stimuli as Bidirectional Naming, abbreviated BiN (Miguel, 
2016). BiN refers to the higher-order operant that focuses on the bidirectional relation between 
listener and speaker behaviors, where acquisition of a stimuli in one topography is sufficient to 
establish both in repertoire.  
Within this, Miguel (2016) also suggests subcategories of BiN, specifically Common 
Bidirectional Naming (C-BiN) and Intraverbal Bidirectional Naming (I-BiN). C-BiN refers to the 
process where different stimuli become members of the same stimulus class when they evoke the 
same listener and speaker behavior (Miguel, 2016). Lee, Miguel, Darcey, and Jennings (2015) 
demonstrated this when teaching preschool participants only the listener behavior of selecting 
pictures of various dog breeds based on categories (i.e., hound dog, toy dog,). They then tested 
whether the participant could visually categorize and produce category tacts for the stimuli that 





were able to emit correct responses to these test probes while the participants who lacked the 
repertoire were unable to do so for both tests. This also further supports the previously 
mentioned concept that Naming is critical for stimulus class categorization.    
 I-BiN (Horne & Lowe, 1996; Miguel, 2016) refers to intraverbal relations between names 
that are related or equivalent.  This is seen through tacts that are learned when stimuli appear 
together in the environment (e.g., “coffee-milk”) or when word combinations are often used 
contiguously by other individuals (Miguel, 2016; Skinner, 1957). Encountering of these stimuli 
can also evoke other words within the relation (e.g., “sugar”). Horne and Lowe (1996) also 
suggest that through I-BiN, stimuli within a class can share a similar behavioral function.  A 
common example would be avoidance behavior when hearing the word “hot” followed by “hot 
coffee,” resulting in “hot milk” serving the same function of avoidance (Horne & Lowe, 1996; 
Miguel, 2016). Recent research has attempted to determine whether intraverbal naming can be 
utilized to establish arbitrary stimulus classes within the repertoires of typically developing 
adults and children (Jennings & Miguel, 2016; Ma, Miguel & Jennings, 2016; Petursdottir, Carp, 
Peterson, & Lepper, 2015; Santos, Ma, & Miguel, 2015). 
 It is important to note that by establishing BiN as the bidirectional relation, the repertoire 
consists of the listener half of BiN: Unidirectional Naming (UniN) and the speaker half of BiN.   
Children with UniN in repertoire are students who can have the listener component for names 
but not the speaker component (Frank, 2018). This means that they acquire listener behavior 
incidentally for novel stimuli but cannot acquire speaker behaviors without direct instruction.  
Once the student acquires both listener and speaker behavior for the names of novel stimuli 





Educational Implications of BiN. Researchers have found that the majority of words 
within a child’s language repertoire are acquired incidentally rather than through direct 
instruction (Crystal, 2005; Hart & Risley 1995; McGuiness, 1994). McGuiness (1994, 2004, 
2005) stated that during elementary school years, a child can acquire over 86,000 words, which 
would be impossible to acquire only through direct instruction. Hart and Risley (1995) also 
argued that most of this language and vocabulary acquisition occurs without direction 
instruction. They found that children from different backgrounds typically develop the same 
language skills around the same age, however the subsequent rate of vocabulary growth is 
strongly influenced by how much parents talk to their children. Hart and Risley (1995) found that 
children from professional families or high socioeconomic status gained vocabulary at an 
exponentially quicker rate than peers from working class or welfare families.  
Greer and O’Sullivan (2007) measured BiN in preschool children at the beginning of a 
school year and again at the end of the school year. They found statistically significant 
differences between economically disadvantaged students and English language learners 
compared to upper middle-class students, when looking at how BiN was related to academic 
achievement. This supports the concept that environmental circumstances likely influence the 
presence of the BiN capability, with richer environments fostering its development and leading 
to a faster rate of language growth. Greer and Du (2015) also have identified additional skills, 
such as naming by exclusion to recruit new language, where children can hear a novel tact and 
determine the object the tact references through exclusion of known items they already have in 
repertoire.  
The impact BiN has on educational (and social) development of children is constantly 





after a child goes to the zoo and sees a novel animal with black and white stripes called a zebra, 
which he/she is likely excited about and experiences emotional responses. In school the 
following week, the student then sees a new word and phonemically sounds out the word 
“zebra.” Immediately, the child determines what a zebra is without direct instruction due to his 
previous Naming experience and is able to comprehend the word (Greer & Longano, 2010; 
Greer & Keohane, 2009). The child visualizes the zebra through conditioned seeing (Skinner, 
1957), and if the child also has transformation of stimulus function across saying and writing in 
repertoire, he/she may even be able to spell the word “zebra” without any direct instruction 
(Greer, Yuan, & Gautreaux, 2007). Further research into the usage of BiN Naming experiences 
may provide an even quicker method of acquiring new stimuli and vocabulary without the need 
for direct teaching (Greer & Longano, 2010).  
Greer, Corwin and Buttigieg (2011) also found that students who do not have BiN in 
repertoire are not able to learn from teacher models, but once it was induced, they could acquire 
new operants through models. Research by Hranchuk, Greer, and Longano (2018) supported this 
finding and found that students learn faster through instructional demonstration learn units 
(IDLUs) than through traditional learn units (Albers & Greer, 1991). These findings have 
significant implications for how children may learn in general education settings where the 
presence of teacher models is widely used for whole group instruction. These contributions make 
the conclusion possible that when children are provided with the appropriate experiences, they 
may acquire language incidentally and as a result can benefit from educational settings that do 







Verbal Behavior Developmental Protocols 
Often, students with developmental disabilities do not possess (i.e., do not demonstrate) 
naturally acquired developmental cusps and capabilities, and educators must arrange specific 
environments to induce these important repertoires (Greer & Ross, 2008). As per the protocols 
investigated in this series of experiments, I described protocols related to the BiN capability 
(intensive tact instruction, ITI) and accurate echoics (auditory matching, AM). 
Research has focused on methods to induce BiN and have found that intensive tact 
instruction (ITI) and multiple exemplar training (MEI) can induce this capability for individuals 
with developmental disabilities (Greer, Chavez-Brown, & Rivera-Valdez, 2005; Greer & Du, 
2012). A recent dissertation (Gold, 2013) also found that BiN could be inducing following the 
application of a peer-yoked contingency gameboard. Furthermore, Choi (2012) showed that 
individuals acquired accurate echoics and conditioned reinforcement for the correspondence 
between speech stimuli, following the mastery of the Auditory Matching (AM) Protocol. The 
findings set forth by the researchers behind VBDT have shown significant contributions to 
assessing the presence of cusps and capabilities, inducing such developmental phenomena if not 
present, and changing instruction based on the child’s repertoire of cusps and capabilities to 
produce educationally and socially significant effects. The continuation of research in this area is 
critical for students with limited means to language exposure, and for typically developing 
children alike. 
Intensive Tact Instruction. One protocol found effective for expanding a child’s cusp 
and capability repertoire, specifically for vocal verbal operant behavior and BiN, is the Intensive 
Tact Instruction (ITI) protocol (Greer & Ross, 2008; Pistoljevic, 2008; Pistoljevic & Greer, 





units and audience-appropriate tacts (Schauffler & Greer, 2006), and after further investigation, 
this protocol has demonstrated its ability to induce BiN. Conversational units consist of a 
listener-speaker exchange where the speaker is reinforced by the listener’s response behavior, 
and the listener is then reinforced by the speaker, who has now become a listener (Greer, 2002). 
These conversational units are found to be critical for the evolution of a child’s verbal behavior 
and language development, as they function as bidirectional operants between individuals (Greer 
& Keohane, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008). This can then lead to self-talk and BiN, which function 
as bidirectional operants within the individual.  Schauffler and Greer (2006) found that the 
participants emitted more appropriate tacts and conversational units after the ITI protocol was 
applied. Pistoljevic and Greer (2006) also assessed the effectiveness of the ITI protocol by 
introducing an additional 100 learn units to the participants’ typical daily instruction. The results 
demonstrated that after the protocol, the participants demonstrated an increased number of tacts 
in non-instructional settings. These results were replicated by Pereira-Delgado and Oblack 
(2007), Lydon, Healy, Leader and Keohane (2009), and Greenberg, Tsang, and Yip (2014), who 
all found that participants with previously low rates of verbal operants emitted an increased 
number of mands and tacts following the ITI protocol. Furthermore, Schmelzkopf, Greer, Dudek, 
and Du (2017) utilized ITI to establish social listener reinforcement (SLR), or the conditioned 
reinforcement for adult attention, which led to an increase in child initiated and maintained 
verbal operant exchanges with adults.  
In the second Experiment of an unpublished dissertation, Pistoljevic (2008) tested the 
effects of ITI on the acquisition of BiN and the frequency of tacts emitted by preschool children 
in non-instructional settings (e.g., lunch, recess, free-play activities). During Intensive Tact 





number of participants’ daily learn units. The results showed that ITI induced BiN for all 
participants and increased the numbers of independent vocal tact and mand operants emitted in 
the non-instructional settings. Pistoljevic suggested that the emergence of BiN from the ITI 
protocol is a function of rotations between listener and speaker opportunities – which ultimately 
led to the conditioned reinforcement and joining of the two repertoires (Greer & Longano, 2010; 
Pistoljevic, 2008). This process appears to mimic the instances experienced by typically 
developing children prior to their “language explosion” (Hart & Risley, 1995) that is associated 
with BiN. In these instances, the child emits tacts and receives adult attention or emits questions 
(i.e. What is that?) that allows for children to initially echo a tact. These instances allow the child 
to echo the word while learning the tact until he/she is able to join listener and speaker 
repertoires to emit independent tacts (Greer & Longano, 2010). Once these repertoires join and 
the child functions as a speaker-as-own-listener, direct reinforcement from adult attention is not 
necessary, as reinforcement becomes embedded in the stimuli. This ITI protocol may function to 
contrive these natural instances for individuals with developmental delays to induce BiN when it 
was previously absent. Because the participants had fluent listener and echoic repertoires, the 
rapid alternation between echoic and tact responses during the ITI protocol functioned as 
multiple exemplar experiences to join the independent listener and speaker repertoires 
(Pistoljevic, 2008).  
Auditory Matching. Speckman-Collins, Lee Park, and Greer (2007) examined the 
effects of generalized auditory match-to-sample (MTS) instruction on the emergence of Uni-
directional Naming (UniN) with preschoolers who lacked speaker responses. An auditory MTS 
instruction procedure, referred to as the Auditory Matching AM protocol, was implemented to 





discriminations between matching sound versus no sound, matching sounds versus other sounds, 
matching words when nonsense words were used as non-exemplars, matching words with other 
words, and matching words with similar phonetic structures. The researchers argued that the AM 
can also potentially provide the reinforcement history to condition auditory stimuli as 
reinforcers, which can result in the emergence of untaught listener repertoires. 
Marion, Vause, Harapiak, Martin, Yu, and Sakko (2003) also tested the predictive 
validity of three auditory matching tasks. This study compared the correlations between the 
Assessment of Basic Learning Abilities test (ABLA), two auditory-auditory matching tasks, and 
the ability to emit three specific verbal operants: echoics, mands, and tacts. The results showed 
that individuals who passed two auditory-auditory matching tasks performed better on the test of 
three verbal operants than those who failed in those same tests. The participants had less 
difficulty in echoics than mands and tacts. Therefore, this research showed a correlation between 
auditory matching responses and echoic repertoires. The discrimination between positive and 
negative exemplars of words, the capability of auditory match-to-sample (MTS) of words, and 
generalized auditory MTS of words likely resulted in more accurate speaker behavior (Greer & 
Ross, 2008).  
Drift in ABA  
 Several prominent scientists in behavior analysis have noted movement in our field 
toward the applied aspect of ABA and away from the analysis aspect our applied science. In the 
first issue of the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968) outlined 
the critical dimensions of ABA. These included analytic, applied, conceptually systematic, 
generality, behavioral, technological, and effective (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968). Hayes, 





journal to evaluate the studies based on their applied, analytic, conceptually systematic, and 
generality dimensions. They found that overall, the field was beginning to focus more on 
technical research rather than responding to conceptual questions. To answer these technical 
questions, ABA researchers used simple experimental designs to determine the reliable effect of 
a treatment but had placed little effort on evaluating the components or parametric boundaries of 
the intervention that produced the effect (Hayes, Rincover, & Solnick, 1980). While it is 
beneficial that the field is focusing on applied studies to address problem behaviors in natural 
settings, little has been done to determine the optimization of an intervention once it is found to 
effective – in other words, little has been done to examine how values of principles produce 
corresponding changes in behavior.  
Component and parametric analyses are ways behavior analysts have investigated 
optimizing interventions. These analyses have the potential to identify what is needed to produce 
behavior change or values of the intervention, specifically at which point the effects are clearly 
observable. This can increase the knowledge of the functionality of variables and lead to the 
development of more efficient and generalized behavioral programs (Hayes, Rincover, & 
Solnick, 1980). Geller (1991) sparked a debate within the field after authoring an editor’s note in 
the journal suggesting that ABA is becoming “technological to a fault.” This statement suggested 
that the field of ABA was overly focused on theory and basic science, and therefore emphasized 
analytics at the expense of application. While some agreed, many argued that it is not possible to 
be too technological. Rather, it is a faulty approach to technical development within the field that 
causes the observed division between the basic and applied aspects of ABA (Mace, 1995). 
Morris (1991) also rejected this technological to a fault label, and questioned whether it is better 





applied” (i.e., demonstration) (p 412).  He argued that analysis in the field of ABA should 
coincide with demonstration rather than discovery, lessening the requirement for strict 
experimental control. However, Morris (1991) did acknowledge that the field of ABA may be at 
fault when the effects of a behavioral intervention are demonstrated at the expense of discovery 
and to the benefit of demonstrating. He also agreed that, unfortunately, much of the present 
research (circa 1991) was focused on this demonstration rather than discovery and generality.  
  More recently, Schlinger (2017) argued that analysis and application must be integrally 
intertwined for the success of the field. He presented ways to implement analysis into the applied 
practice of ABA, specifically analyzing variables prior to implementing treatments and analyzing 
data. This includes analyzing the goals of an intervention in terms of controlling variables, 
analyzing behaviors, analyzing reinforcement, analyzing treatment effects, analyzing sources of 
learner error, analyzing environmental constraints, and analyzing controlling variables 
(Schlinger, 2017). While he does acknowledge that at times it may be less practical or ethical to 
focus on these analyses, it is important for the ABA researcher to question where analysis can be 
effectively incorporated (Schlinger, 2017). One such potential way to include more analysis into 
ABA practices is the utilization of parametric and component analyses.  
Component Analysis 
 A component analysis consists of a systematic analysis of at least two independent 
variables that constitute a treatment or intervention package (Baer, Wolf & Risley, 1968; Cooper, 
Heron, & Heward, 2007). When a treatment package is implemented, it is unclear which 
component(s) of the package were responsible for the behavior change. A component analysis is 
conducted either through the dropout or add-in method during a single-subject experimental 





presents the intervention package and then systematically withdraws the various components. 
When it is found that the component is no longer effective, the necessary component can be 
identified. The add-in method then systematically assesses each component individually and then 
in combinations before presenting the full intervention package. This allows the researchers to 
assess the sufficiency of the various components in producing the desired behavior change 
(Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2010).   
A component analysis is utilized to determine which specific variable produced the 
behavior change, enhancing efficiency and social validity by eliminating unnecessary or effortful 
components of the intervention (Wolf, 1978). Because of this, an intervention should be 
evaluated to consider the additive effects of components, the interaction between the 
components, the necessity for each component, the behavioral effects of combining different 
components, and the sequence effects of the package (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2010). The 
component analysis is often conducted for clinical goals and analytic importance to determine 
the utility of a package in terms of costs and benefits for components that may be time 
consuming, expensive, or difficult to implement (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2010).  
Some component analyses have been utilized to identify unnecessary components to 
increase efficiency of a treatment. Cameron, Luiselli, Littleton, and Ferrelli (1996) conducted a 
component analysis on a treatment package, including a helmet and noncontingent 
reinforcement, to reducing inappropriate screaming. They found that it was the pressure from the 
helmet that had an effect on reducing the behavior and were able to replace the helmet with a 
headband. Cameron et al. (1996) developed a component analysis that determined the least 
restrictive treatment needed for the behavior change, allowing for more clinical and socially 





whether the components that improve behavior are different than the components that allow the 
package to be socially acceptable (Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2010). For example, Miltenberger, 
Lennox, and Erfanian (1989) conducted a component analysis on a punishment and differential 
reinforcement package and found that the while the punishment was the effective component, the 
inclusion of the differential reinforcement allowed for the package to be more socially 
acceptable. Overall, component analyses are necessary to evaluate the effects of multiple 
independent variables presented as a package that produce a change in behavior to account for 
efficiency and social validity.  
Parametric Analysis 
 A parametric analysis focuses on asking the question of what effect different values of 
an independent variable have on the dependent variable(s). The term originates from 
pharmacological and medical research fields to determine the effect different doses of 
medication can have on a response. Such an example is the study between dosages of a 
prescription sleep aid affected both the quality of sleep and the negative side effects (Nair, 
Schwartz, Dimitri, Le Morvan, & Thanvundayil, 1990). By comparing participant reports after 
receiving a dosage and aggregating responses across dosages, researchers determined the dosage 
(7.50 and 11.25 mg) where individuals experienced the best quality sleep with the least amount 
of side effects. They also found that participants taking the maximum dosage reported a worse 
sleep quality than lower doses (Nair, Schwartz, Dimitri, Le Morvan, & Thanvundayil, 1990). By 
conducting such a study, the researchers were able to optimize the value of the independent 
variable (the dosage of the prescription sleep aid) to produce maximal benefits (sleep) and 





The same benefit can be seen by applying this analytical strategy to behavioral treatments 
in the field of ABA. While behavior change can be produced by an intervention, it is important 
to determine whether there is an optimal level of the intervention that accounts for the costs and 
benefits of the treatment. “Their [parametric analyses] immediate value is often not especially 
clear, although their ultimate applied and scientific value may be profound,” (Hayes, Rincover, 
& Solnick, 1980, p. 282). These parameters in the behavioral field can look at treatment intensity 
across a variety of dimensions including magnitude, quantity, rate, latency, intensity, or duration 
(Codding & Lane, 2015).  
Researchers in ABA have begun conducting parametric analyses in order to elucidate the 
effects of interventions.  Behavioral consequences, specifically reinforcement, are frequently the 
subject of parametric analysis because of the ease in their manipulation. Sy and Borrero (2009) 
conducted an analysis on the effects of small, medium, and large periods of pre-session exposure 
to edible and nonedible reinforcers on response rates. The experimenters gave the participants 
free-access to reinforcers prior to a session where the individuals were then required to respond 
accurately to receive contingent access to the same reinforcer they had during the pre-session 
exposure. The results found that some stimuli may be more likely to function as a reinforcer for 
responses when given longer durations of access, but given limited pre-session access reduces 
the reinforcer efficacy of nonedible stimuli. On the other hand, any access to pre-session edible 
reinforcers may reduce or eliminate responding for some or may enhance the efficacy of 
contingent edible reinforcement for others. In another behavior analytic parametric analysis, 
Leon et al. (2016) conducted a parametric analysis of reinforcement to evaluate whether the 
delayed delivery of conditioned reinforcers produces greater response persistence for problem 





single schedule arrangements. Three-by-three parameters were created where the first conditions 
consisted of food reinforcement, token reinforcement with a post-session exchange opportunity, 
and a token reinforcement with a post-trial exchange opportunity matched with conditions for a 
no-reinforcement baseline, an immediate reinforcement, and varying delayed reinforcement. The 
researchers found that as the delay to reinforcement increased, the total number of responses 
within a session decreased across all reinforcement conditions.  The value of which responding 
deteriorated varied by participant, but a similar pattern still emerged in which delayed food 
reinforcement produced the greatest response persistence while delayed tokens produced the 
most rapid decreases in responding. Therefore, it was generally determined what the optimal 
reinforcer and reinforcement schedule would be while maintaining low rates of problem 
behaviors. This application of these parametric analyses optimized the most practical and 
socially applicable reinforcement consequences to maintain desired behavioral outcomes.   
Researchers are also able utilize a parametric analysis to determine the effects of different 
parameters for a single variable. Kunnavatana (2018) conducted analyses of reinforcement across 
a variety of manipulated parameters including: high and low quality (preference for stimulus), 
high and low magnitude (duration of access), and delayed or immediate delivery of the reinforcer 
following the behavior. Sensitivity to these parameters varied across the participants, with only 
quality producing consistent sensitivity for all three participants. A hierarchy of parameters 
(magnitude versus immediacy; immediacy versus quality; magnitude versus quality) was then 
developed to determine the interaction between the initial reinforcement parameters. The results 
further supported the conclusion that the participants were most sensitive to the quality of 
reinforcement. However, the high variability between participants suggest that individuals are 





While some parametric analyses evaluate the parameters and their interactions, more 
frequently it is used to determine the most effective value of an intervention. Twohig and Woods 
(2001) focused on evaluating an intervention for habit reversal by varying across three different 
competing response durations. Competing responses (CR) are often used to teach an individual 
to engage in a physically incompatible behavior contingent on a behavior targeted to decrease.  
Within this study, participants were targeted to decrease their nail-biting habits through an 
intervention package of awareness training, CR training, and social support for one 1-hr and two 
30-min sessions each week. The only difference between the groups was the duration of the CR 
training for either 3-min, 1-min, or 5-s. Results found that all three intervals were effective in 
producing positive short-term goals, but only those who were exposed to habit reversal with CR 
for 3-min and 1-min maintained these achievements towards long-term gains. This analysis 
research was not only effective in determining that 5-s was an interval that may negatively affect 
maintenance, but also that the 1-min CR duration was just as effective as the 3-min CR duration. 
Therefore, the time needed to spend in intervention could be reduced by two minutes for each of 
the three weekly sessions without any adverse side effects to maintenance, demonstrating the 
possible “optimal dosage” for CR duration within habit reversal interventions. Saini, Gregory, 
Uran, and Fantetti (2015) manipulated the treatment intensity of a response interruption and 
redirection (RIRD) procedure as a treatment for vocal and/or motor stereotypy. They explicitly 
discussed the limitation that RIRD is often a time-consuming intervention that leads to lengthy 
interruptions to appropriate reinforcement and activities as the provocation for the study. The 
participants in the study were all exposed to each of the parameters for intervention, consisting of 
baseline, RIRD with one demand, and RIRD with the standard three demands. The researchers 





participants while requiring fewer demands and creating a shorter implementation time for the 
intervention. This study demonstrates the practicality of conducting a parametric analysis on a 
frequently utilized behavior change procedure to make it more efficient while producing the 
same effect. Not only will this change in parameters save time when conducting RIRD 
procedures, it will also make it more likely to be implemented and used by practitioners because 
it is more time constricting and less intrusive. By evaluating various aspects of behavioral 
treatments and interventions, it is possible to determine the most effective and efficient methods 
to achieve positive behavioral effects. This is essential when attempting to optimize treatment 
practices for applied settings and for environments outside the laboratory setting. 
VBDT and Parametric Analyses. VBDT itself first developed as the Comprehensive 
Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling (CABAS®) schools formed and began to develop 
instructional programs based on a child’s level of verbal behavior. CABAS utilized tactics from 
research that were previously successful with children of similar verbal behavior levels and 
began to determine the specific verbal capabilities that needed to be taught (Greer & Keohane, 
2005). It was from this original application of the science of behavior analysis that allowed for 
success in developing a continuum of instructional sequences for academic and social progress in 
children with and without disabilities (Greer & Keohane, 2005). From this application, VBDT 
was developed as a formal theory and this continuum is demonstrated through the verbal 
behavioral cusps and capabilities a child acquires and demonstrates as they become truly verbal. 
It is this same method that the science can continue to utilize. Numerous protocols (e.g., Speaker 
Immersion, Mirror Protocol, Listener Emersion) have been developed to induce and demonstrate 





been successful in developing these interventions, and now it is possible to take a step back to 
basic science to explicitly study and optimize these verbal behavior developmental protocols.  
Some research has already been conducted in this direction. Ross, Nuzzolo, Stolfi, and 
Natarelli (2006) completed two experiments to utilize accelerated versions of the speaker 
immersion protocol. In their first experiment, they implemented the intervention for 60-min 
sessions for three consecutive days while in the second they implemented the intervention for 10-
min sessions. Results demonstrated an increase in mand responses during observational periods 
following the introduction of both interventions. While more controlled experimentation would 
be necessary to find the “optimal” dosage of speaker immersion, this demonstrates the ability to 
manipulate a generally labor-intensive protocol to a more manageable or efficient level while 








EXPERIMENT I: A PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS FOR AN INTENSIVE TACT 
INSTRUCTION PROTOCOL ON THE INDUCTION OF BiN 
 
Rationale for the Current Study 
 
Evaluation of Previous Intensive Tact Instruction (ITI) Protocols 
Previous research has found that the ITI protocol is effective for increasing vocal verbal 
operants as well as inducing BiN in participants who previously did not have the capability in 
repertoire (Delgado & Oblak, 2007; Greer & Du, 2010; Lydon, Healy, Leader, & Keohane, 
2009; Pistoljevic & Greer, 2006). However, evaluation of the intervention sessions from these 
studies demonstrates the presentation of numerous sets accumulating to significantly high 
numbers of learn units (see Table 1). The participants required between two to five sets of the 
intervention, resulting in up to 5,900 learn units presented before the cusp or capability was 
induced. Due to the need for these repeated interventions, the procedure requires intense 
intervention for an extended amount of time for each participant. While it is clear that ITI is 
effective for inducing these cusps and capabilities, a careful analysis of the published research 
(see Table 1) suggests the need for better understanding of the relationship between the amounts 
of ITI and the emergence of BiN.  The purpose of this study is to determine how different 
amount of ITI affect the emergence of BiN.  The independent variable was ITI with two levels.  
The first was the traditional ITI protocol, which added 100 tact LUs to the child’s current 
















Delgado & Oblack 
(2007) 
A 13 3 1300 
B 42 5 4200 
C 35 2 3500 
Pistoljevic & Greer 
(2006) 
A 16 4 1600 
B 12 2 1200 
Lydon, Healy, Leader, 
& Keohane (2009) 
A 19 5 1900 
B 22 5 2200 
Greer & Du (2010) 
A 59 5 5900 
B 42 5 4200 
Schmelzkopf, Greer, 















Much research has been conducted to establish effective protocols to induce important 
cusps and capabilities (Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Keohane, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009; 
Greer & Longano, 2010). Researchers have demonstrated the induction of generalized imitation 
(Du & Greer, 2014; Moreno, 2012),  echoic repertoires (Choi, Greer, & Keohane, 2015; Du, 
Speckman, Medina, & Cole-Hatchard, 2017; Speckman-Collins, Lee Park, & Greer, 2007; 
Tsiouri & Greer, 2007), observational learning (Davies-Lackey, 2005; Gautreaux, 2005; Greer, 
Singer-Dudek, & Gautreaux, 2006; Heward, 1994; Periera-Delgado & Greer, 2009; Singer-
Dudek, Choi, & Lyons, 2013), and BiN (Greer & Longano, 2010; Greer & Speckman, 2009; 
Longano & Greer, 2014; Lo, 2016).  For already established protocols, the next set of research 
questions involve evaluating the interventions to determine their most optimal implementation, 
or how different values of those interventions correspondingly produce different changes in 





intensive protocols utilized to induce critical behavior developmental cusps to determine the 
optimal treatment intensity for an individual.  
Method 
Participants 
 Eight elementary school students, two females and six males, participated in the study. 
The researcher selected the participants from a district-based self-contained special education 
classroom that implemented the Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling 
(CABAS®) educational model. This model applies empirically validated methods of pedagogy, 
curricula, and training for staff. Detailed descriptions of the participants are outlined in Tables 2, 
3, and 4. All participants, ranging in age from 5 to 8 years old, were assessed using the Verbal 
Behavior Development Assessment (VBDA®) (Greer, 2004) to determine the presence and 
absence of relevant cusps and capabilities in each student’s repertoire.  
Table 2 
 
Detailed description of the participants for Experiment 1.  






Dyad 1 CQ 6 ASD Yes UniN 119.84 
 SJ 5 SLI Yes UniN 117.11 
Dyad 2 JLR 8 MD Yes UniN 154.09 
 LA 6 ASD Yes UniN 152.12 
Dyad 3 LZ 6 OHI Yes NiN 208.03 
 MC 5 ASD Yes NiN 209.89 
Dyad 4 RM 5 ASD Yes NiN 175.96 
 GA 8 ASD Yes NiN 171.23 
Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, SLI = Speech/Language Impairment, MD = Multiple 
Disabilities, OHI = Other Health Impairments 
 
The researcher selected these participants because they emitted independent tacts and 
mands as a prerequisite skill but did not demonstrate the ability to acquire language incidentally 





capability (see pre-intervention data in Figures 2 and 3). The participants also had listener 
literacy, echoics for mands and tacts, and independent mands and tacts in their repertoire of 
cusps and capabilities, making them adequate candidates for the study (details in Table 3 and 4). 
Having these abilities in repertoire allows for the students to participate in independent listener 
and speaker behaviors that eventually join through the BiN capability.  
Table 3 
 
Presence and absence of verbal developmental cusps and capabilities for dyads 1 and 2 for 
Experiment 1. 
 Dyad 1 Dyad 2 
Pre-Reader Capabilities CQ SJ JLR LA 
Book stimuli conditioned reinforcement for observing  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Self-talk  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Say-do in speaker-as-own listener function  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Bi-directional Naming     
Uni-directional Naming ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Transformation of establishing operations ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Independent mands and tacts ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Echoic-to-tact ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Echoic to mand ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Parroting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Auditory matching ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Listener literacy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Generalized imitation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Match 2D and 3D objects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
“Capacity for sameness” across senses ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for 3D objects/visual stimuli  
on desktop 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for voices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for faces ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Teacher presence results in instructional control over child ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 
Reader/Writer Capabilities 
    
Writing governs complex operations of others     
Textually responding for complex operations      
Writer self-edit     
Aesthetic writing affects emotions     









Presence and absence of verbal developmental cusps and capabilities for dyads 3 and 4 for 
Experiment 1. 
Joint stimulus control across saying and writing     
Textually responses function as auditory conditioned   
reinforcer 
    
Textually responding joins naming repertoire     
Reading governs responding     
Dictation (Hear-Write) ✓ ✓ ✓  
Print transcription (See-Writer) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Responds to own textual responding as listener     
Textually responds 80 words per minute ✓ ✓   
Naming accrues from listening to story read by others     
 Dyad 3 Dyad 4 
Pre-Reader Capabilities LZ MC RM GA 
Book stimuli conditioned reinforcement for observing  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Self-talk  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Say-do in speaker-as-own listener function      
Bi-directional Naming     
Uni-directoinal Naming     
Transformation of establishing operations ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Independent mands and tacts ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Echoic-to-tact ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Echoic to mand ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Parroting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Auditory matching ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Listener literacy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Generalized imitation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Match 2D and 3D objects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
“Capacity for sameness” across senses ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for 3D objects/visual stimuli  
on desktop 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for voices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for faces ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Teacher presence results in instructional control over child ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 
Reader/Writer Capabilities 
    
Writing governs complex operations of others     
Textually responding for complex operations      





Note. Highlighted cusps and capabilities were relevant to the selection to participate in the study 
           
Matched dyads of the participants were created based on their level of BiN presented 
prior to the intervention and based on their average learn units-to-criterion across all their 
instructional programs (described in detail below). At the onset of the study, each participant’s 
weekly instructional data from an eight week period was examined to determine their rate of 
learning. This rate of learning was calculated by totaling the number of learn units presented to 
the participant during a week and dividing that total by the number of criteria met on instruction 
for the same week. This process was repeated for eight weeks of instructional data previously 
collected as part of the CABAS® classroom model. This rate of learning was then averaged by 
totaling each week’s learn units to criterion and dividing it by the number of weeks. These 
averages can be found in Table 2 for each participant. It is important to note that Dyad 1 had the 
lowest learn-units-to-criterion (i.e., learned the fastest), Dyad 2 had the second lowest, Dyad 3 
had the highest learn-units-to-criterion (i.e., learned the slowest), and Dyad 4 had the second 
highest learn-units-to-criterion.  
Setting 
The entirety of the data collection for the study took place in an elementary school 
located in the suburbs of a major metropolitan city. The trials were administered in the 
Aesthetic writing affects emotions     
Technical writing precisely affects reader’s behavior     
Joint stimulus control across saying and writing     
Textually responses function as auditory conditioned   
reinforcer 
    
Textually responding joins naming repertoire     
Reading governs responding     
Dictation (Hear-Write)   ✓ ✓ 
Print transcription (See-Writer)   ✓ ✓ 
Responds to own textual responding as listener     
Textually responds 80 words per minute     





participants’ special education classroom which had an 8-1-2 student-teacher-teaching assistant 
ratio, where two additional students had one-to-one teacher’s aides. During data collection, other 
students in the classroom received individualized instruction by a teacher/assistant, participated 
in therapy (speech, occupational, physical, counseling), or engaged with toys in the classroom. 
During the pre- and post-intervention probes, the sessions were conducted in a partitioned corner 
of the classroom without any other students nearby to ensure stimuli remained novel. For some 
intervention sessions, the participants were seated at the same table as one or two non-
participating students who were working or playing independently. 
Materials  
 BiN Probe Materials (Dependent Variable). Instructional materials used in this study 
included notecard-sized novel images to present the BiN probe stimuli, and a 34.93 cm by 24.07 
cm laptop computer with the Microsoft Powerpoint® program to present intervention set stimuli. 
Each BiN probe set consisted of non-contrived Hebrew letters with five target stimuli rotated 
through four different exemplars (See Table 5).  
Table 5 
Description of contrived/unfamiliar picture sets used for BiN novel stimuli probes sessions for 
Experiment 1. 
































ITI Materials (Independent Variable). Each intervention set contained five categories 
with four non-contrived target stimuli rotated randomly through five different exemplars, for a 
total of 20 pictures in each category (See Table 6, 7, 8). The categories were consistent 
throughout each set for each participant. The five categories targeted for participants were plants, 
instruments, sea creatures, vegetables, and zoo animals. The stimuli were pictures of functional 
items, and were drawn from science and social studies curricula appropriate to the students’ ages 
and grade levels. Both the BiN and intervention stimuli were unknown to the participants as 
determined by pre-experimental probes. The researcher used a 20-learn unit data sheet and a pen 
to record data.  
Table 6 
Description of picture categories and stimuli used for Intensive Tact Instruction (ITI) 
intervention sessions for Dyads 1 and 2 for Experiment 1. 
Participant ITI 
level 
ITI Categories and Stimuli 
Flowers Instruments Sea 
Creatures 















































































































































































    Leopard2 
Hyena2 
Note. 1 denotes stimuli used during Set 1 of the ITI intervention and 2 denotes stimuli used during 














Description of picture sets used for ITI intervention sessions for Dyad 3 for Experiment 1. 
Participants ITI 
level 
ITI Categories and Stimuli 
Flowers Instruments Sea 
Creatures 



















































      Fish1 
Sea  
     Urchin1 
Sand  















     Whale4 
Whale  












































































































































     Whale4 
Whale  














Note. 1 denotes stimuli used during Set 1 of the ITI intervention and 2 denotes stimuli used during 
Set 2 of the intervention. 3 refers to stimuli used during Set 3 of the intervention and 4 refers to 
stimuli used during Set 4 of the intervention. 
 
Table 8 
Description of picture sets used for ITI intervention sessions for Dyad 4 for Experiment 1. 
Participants ITI 
level 
ITI Categories and Stimuli 












































































































































































    Urchin1 
Sand  














    Whale4 
Whale  




























Bamboo    

























Note. 1 denotes stimuli used during Set 1 of the ITI intervention and 2 denotes stimuli used during 
Set 2 of the intervention. 3 refers to stimuli used during Set 3 of the intervention and so forth. The 
dotted line following the third set for Participant GA signifies her demonstration of BiN for the 
original set. However, she was unable to demonstrate BiN for a novel set and therefore 
underwent another two sets of intervention.  
 
Experimental Design  
The researcher used multiple designs and procedures to control for different aspects of 
the study.  A multiple probe design across participants (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993) was 
conducted to determine the effect of the ITI protocol on the induction of BiN. Pre-intervention 
probes on BiN were conducted with all participants at the start of the experiment. Dyad 1 and 





intervention probes were conducted for the two dyads. If the participant met criterion on the 
post-intervention BiN probe, the intervention was completed, and a novel BiN probe was 
conducted. If the participant did not meet criterion on the post-intervention probe, another phase 
of the ITI protocol was initiated. Additionally, following the completion of the intervention for 
Dyad 1 and Dyad 2, pre-intervention probe(s) were conducted for Dyad 3 and Dyad 4. When 
pre-intervention data were stable for the participants in Dyad 3 and 4, the intervention began. 
Again, once the criterion for the intervention phase was met, post-intervention BiN probes were 
conducted to determine whether another phase of intervention was required or if novel BiN 
probes could be conducted.   
To study the effects of different doses of ITI, matched participants were randomly 
assigned to one dose of ITI. Dyads were matched based on 1) the participants’ level of BiN (i.e. 
absence of UniN, presence of only UniN) and 2) the participants’ rate of learning determined by 
their learn units-to-criterion across all instructional programs (discussed above). Similarity 
between the two students for BiN pre-intervention level and rate of learning dictated their 
placement into each dyad. Within each dyad, participants were then randomly selected to receive 
the accelerated (50 LUs) or full (100 LUs) dosage of the ITI intervention (see Table 4 and 5). 
Randomization was ensured by assigning one participant to a dosage based on the outcome of a 
coin flip. The other participant in the dyad was assigned the remaining dosage. 
Procedure 
 Pre-Intervention BiN Experience. Probe sessions were conducted to determine the 
demonstration of BiN for each participant prior to the intervention and following the completion 
of the intervention phase(s). Prior to the BiN probes, the participant was exposed to four 





little resemblance to any English words or numbers, which was the native language for all eight 
participants, and therefore novel in appearance. During the experience session, the participant sat 
at a table next to the researcher. The researcher presented the participant with the novel stimuli in 
a field of three and were then given a similar but not identical exemplar while receiving the 
antecedent, “Match [stimuli name] with [stimuli name].” This ensured that the participant was 
matching the stimuli while hearing the tact for the stimuli, which created the condition for the 
student to later emit untaught listener and speaker responses.  The researcher gave the participant 
5 s to emit a correct response by matching the stimulus with its corresponding exemplar. If the 
student emitted a correct matching response, the researcher delivered vocal praise as 
reinforcement. If the student emitted an incorrect response, a correction procedure was 
implemented per the learn unit (Albers & Greer, 1991). This process was repeated until each of 
the four exemplars for the five stimuli had been matched to a positive exemplar. The student was 
required to respond with at least 90% matching accuracy across one session on these match-to-
sample trials to meet criterion for the experience session. Appendix A provides a visual of how 
the BiN MTS experience was conducted.  
 Pre- / Post- Intervention BiN Probes. Following the completion of this exposure 
session, at least 2 hr elapsed before the initiation of the pre-intervention BiN probe. The 
researcher was seated next to the participant at a table and completed the point, tact, and 
intraverbal (impure tact) responses previously described. During the point response probe, the 
researcher presented the participant with the stimuli in a field of three. The researcher then gave 
a vocal antecedent “Point to [stimulus name]” and the student was required to respond by 
pointing to or touching the correct exemplar. For the tact response probe, the researcher 





the student to emit a correct tact response. If the participant did not initially observe the stimulus 
when it was presented, the researcher gave the student a vocal prompt “Look” or “Touch the 
screen” to ensure that the student had adequately observed the exemplar. For the intraverbal 
response probe, the researcher again presented the participant with each stimulus and gave the 
vocal antecedent, “What is this?” The participant was then required to respond by emitting the 
correct tact response. During the point, tact, and intraverbal response probes, no consequences 
were delivered to the participant for their responses, regardless of the accuracy. Students were 
periodically provided reinforcement not contingent on responding, in the form of praise for 
appropriate classroom behavior (i.e., sitting quietly, paying attention). Appendix A also gives 
detailed visual exemplars for the BiN probe topographies. 
It is important to note that the participants were only provided one round of exposure to 
the BiN stimuli through the match-to-sample procedure. Following the initial exposure, a time 
lapse of two hours occurred between the experience and the initial BiN probe. However, when 
post-intervention probes were conducted, the participants were not given another session of 
exposure to the stimuli and instead were immediately asked to emit point, tact, and intraverbal 
responses to the stimuli, as described above. This allowed the researcher to determine whether 
incidental language acquisition had occurred from that initial experience session.  
 Novel Post-Intervention BiN probes. Novel post-intervention BiN probes were 
conducted once the participant met criterion on the first set of post-intervention BiN probes. 
During these novel probes, the same exposure and test procedure was followed with a new set of 
unfamiliar stimuli (five novel Hebrew letters). This allowed for replication of the emergence of 





considered in the participant’s repertoire, he or she was required to respond with at least 80% 
accuracy to each of the point, tact, and intraverbal response topographies.  
 Parametric Analysis of the ITI Intervention. The five targeted categories consisted of 
exemplars of five stimuli that were presented to the participant on a daily basis. During these 
daily training sets, responses were recorded through the learn unit (LU). This method consists of 
an interlocking three-term contingency (i.e., antecedent, response, consequence) for the student 
and two or more three-term contingencies for the teacher (Albers & Greer, 1991; Ingham & 
Greer, 1992; Greer, 1996; Greer, 2002). The LU begins with the opportunity to respond (Sd), 
followed by the student behavior or response, and the teacher presented consequence. During the 
ITI intervention, the discriminative stimulus (Sd) for the participant was the presentation of the 
visual stimulus on the computer screen. The participant would then emit a correct response and 
receive immediate reinforcement (i.e., cheering, vocal praise, high five), or emit an incorrect 
response and the correction procedure would be presented. The intraresponse time, or the 
response time between the stimulus presentation and the student response, was five seconds. 
Therefore, if the student did not respond within five seconds, the correction procedure was also 
provided. During the correction procedure, the researcher re-presented the antecedent and 
modeled the correct tact response and required the student to repeat or echo the researcher’s 
model. The researcher would then re-present the antecedent and give the student the opportunity 
to emit the correct response independently, but without receiving any reinforcement. If the 
student did not emit the correct response independently, the correction procedure would be 
repeated. LUs were delivered for each session for each of the five categories. Criterion for each 
category within the ITI intervention was at least 90% correct responding across two consecutive 





The number of exemplars for each stimulus depended on the dosage of the ITI 
intervention that was delivered to the participant. Those who received the accelerated dosage 
received two exemplars for each stimulus in each category (see Figure 1, top panel) while those 
who received the full dosage received four exemplars of each stimulus in the categories (see 
Figure 1, bottom panel). However, the participants received multiple exemplar instruction across 
four novel visual stimuli regardless of the student’s intervention intensity. Prior to the onset of 
the intervention, all 20 stimuli from the five categories were presented to the participant to 







Figure 1. The data sheets utilized for data collection across stimuli for both the accelerated (top 






 Each day, either 10- or 20-LUs were run for each of the five categories, depending on the 
dosage assigned for the participant. The sets and exemplars within the sets were rotated each day 
until the participant had received instruction for 50 or 100 learn units. However, once the 
participant mastered a category, the researcher devoted learn units in the remaining sessions to 
the remaining categories the participant had yet to master. For example, once the student 
mastered all the tacts in one category, an additional session in one of the remaining categories 
would be conducted to ensure 50 or 100 learn units were still presented each day.  
Echoic learning tactic. If a participant’s behavior failed to progress during the ITI 
intervention, the researcher implemented an echoic learning tactic to remediate the problem. 
Lack of progression was determined based on the decision protocol developed by Keohane and 
Greer (2005). An echoic learning tactic was required if the student emitted no correct responses 
for two consecutive sessions. This means participants who received the accelerated dosage of the 
intervention were given two echoics for each of the five stimuli in a category, while those who 
received the full dosage of the intervention were given four echoics for each of the five stimuli. 
This was followed by the participant’s typical ITI intervention session based on their dosage. 
Criterion for this leaning tactic was at least 90% correct responding across two consecutive 
sessions or 100% correct responding across one session for the independent tact session that 
followed the echoic session. The participants were then required to return to the ITI intervention 
phase where no pre-session echoic trials were presented and meet the designated criterion.  
Increased opportunities learning tactic. Lack of progression was also determined by the 
decision protocol (Keohane, 1997) if the participant completed four consecutive sessions with 
decreasing accuracy or no change in accuracy, or if the participant completed six sessions with 





errors) on certain operants of a tact set, the student was given increased opportunities to respond 
to those erred operants. Once the student met mastery criterion of 90% accuracy across two 
sessions or 100% accuracy across one session, the operants were returned to the original number 
of opportunities (four exemplars). The participant was then required to respond to criterion to 
this original set of opportunities across all operants for a given set.    
Measurement and Dependent Variable 
 BiN Experience. During the BiN experience, the researcher presented an array of 
comparison stimuli and a sample stimulus, tacted the sample stimulus, and required the 
participant to match the sample stimulus to the correct comparison stimulus in the array. A 
participant responded correctly (+) when he placed the sample stimulus on top of the comparison 
stimulus within five seconds of the researcher’s instruction.  A participant responded incorrectly 
(-) when he placed the sample stimulus on top of another comparison or made no response within 
five seconds.  LUs (Albers & Greer, 1991) were delivered contingent on the participant’s 
response. The researcher tallied the correct number of responses, divided this by the total number 
of opportunities (20), and multiplied by 100 to obtain the participant’s percentage of correct BiN 
experience responses. 
BiN Probe. During BiN probes, the researcher recorded the emergence or lack of point, 
tact, and intraverbal tact responses resulting from the BiN experience. For the point responses, 
the researcher presented three stimuli and the antecedent “point to _____” and the student was 
given five seconds to respond by pointing to the correct exemplar for it to be considered a correct 
response and a plus (+) was recorded for the trial. If the student pointed to an incorrect stimulus 
or did not respond within the allotted time, an incorrect response was recorded with a minus (-). 





opportunities, where none of the responses were consequated. The percentage of correct 
responses was then calculated by dividing the number of correct responses by the total 
opportunities presented.  
For the tact response, the participant was presented with the stimuli individually and the 
researcher would point to the stimulus or direct the participant to look at it but would not present 
any vocal antecedents. If the student responded by tacting the stimulus within five seconds, a 
correct response was recorded with a plus (+). If the student responded with an incorrect tact or 
did not emit a response, the researcher recorded an incorrect response with a minus (-). The 
participants were again given two opportunities to respond to each of the five stimuli without any 
consequences delivered for their responses. The percentage of correct responses was then 
calculated by dividing the number of correct responses by the total opportunities presented. 
 For the intraverbals responses, the participant was again presented the stimuli 
individually, but the researcher also presented the vocal antecedent, “What is this?” The student 
then had five seconds to respond with the correct name (impure tact) of the stimuli for a correct 
response to be recorded with a plus (+). If the student emitted an incorrect name or did not 
respond at all, an incorrect response was recorded with a minus (-). The student was given 10 
opportunities to respond without consequences, with four opportunities for each of the five 
stimuli. The percentage of correct responses was then calculated by dividing the number of 
correct responses by the total opportunities presented. 
To consider that the student had UniN, criterion was at least 80% correct responding for 
the point to topography. The participant was considered to have BiN if they responded with at 





 ITI. The dependent variable measured during the intervention was vocal tact responses to 
visual stimuli. Within each session, the participants were presented with a visual stimulus on the 
computer screen. The researcher did not provide any vocal antecedents to the participant other 
than to look at the screen, if necessary. The participant was then given five seconds to respond 
and emit the correct tact, which was recorded as a correct response and a (+) on the data sheet. If 
the participant responded with an incorrect tact, asked what the stimulus was, or did not respond 
in the allotted time, an incorrect response was recorded with a (-).  
 Echoic-to-tact. In instances where an echoic-to-tact procedure was implemented as a 
learning tactic, the participant was presented with a session of echoic-to-tact learn units 
consistent with their intervention dosage. During these sessions, the student was required to emit 
echoic responses to researcher presented tacts. These echoics were defined as vocal verbal 
operants with point-to-point correspondence with the auditory antecedent or vocal model 
(Skinner, 1965). When the echoic-to-tact learning tactic was required for the students, additional 
echoic learn units (Albers & Greer, 1991) were introduced. A correct echoic response was 
recorded as a (+) when the participant echoed the researcher’s tact in the presence of the visual 
stimuli within three seconds. An incorrect echoic response was recorded as a (-) when the 
participant emitted an incorrect echo to the teacher’s tact or did not emit a response. 
Increased opportunities learning tactic. When increased opportunities to respond to 
certain tacts was implemented as another learning tactic, the participant was presented with 
sessions still consistent with their intervention dosage (i.e., 10 or 20 learn unit tact opportunities). 
During these sessions, the tact exemplars previously mastered by the participant (i.e., 100% 
correct responding) in earlier sessions, were removed and increased opportunities to respond to 





mentioned, with a correct tact recorded as a correct response and a (+) on the data sheet and an 
incorrect response was recorded with a (-).  
Independent Variable  
 The independent variable was the participants’ exposure to the ITI intervention 
(Pistoljevic & Greer, 2006), which involved increased daily tact instruction to provide additional 
opportunities for the student to experience rotations between listener and speaker behaviors. Two 
doses of ITI were tested: through the accelerated (50 LUs) or full (100 LUs) dosage. Within both 
dosages, five stimuli were for each category were selected that were novel to each participant. 
For the participants who received the full dosage of ITI were exposed to four exemplars of each 
of the five stimuli totaling 100 tact exposures. Participants who received the accelerated dosage 
of ITI were exposed to two exemplars for each stimulus, totaling 50 tact exposures. The 
procedure for the intervention was identical for each dosage except for the number of exposures 
to each stimulus. These tact learn units (Albers & Greer, 1991) were presented in addition to the 
other learn unit instruction delivered to the student throughout his or her typical school day.  
Inter-Observer Agreement  
A second, independent observer collected data for the purposes of calculating inter-
observer agreement (IOA) and treatment fidelity. These data for IOA for the probe and 
intervention sessions were collected using the Teacher Performance Rate and Accuracy (TPRA) 
procedure directly to ensure accuracy of measurement of the participants’ responses as well as 
evaluate the fidelity of the treatment (Ingham & Greer, 1992; Ross, Singer-Dudek, & Greer, 
2005). When conducting a TPRA, the observer was required to observe and record the behaviors 
of both the researcher and the participant. The procedure began with the observer recording 





attending when the antecedent was presented. The participant’s correct or incorrect response to 
the antecedent was then recorded and followed by the instructor’s consequence to the response. 
The observer recorded whether or not the instructor provided accurate reinforcement for correct 
responses or an accurate correction procedure. The TPRA provided both procedural measures of 
the researcher responses as well as measures of the participants’ responses. IOA was calculated 
by dividing the number of point-to-point agreements by the total number of agreements plus 
disagreements and multiplying by 100% for the participants (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993).  
For 90% of the BiN probe sessions and 89% of the intervention sessions, video-
recordings were completed for IOA to be conducted. During the pre-intervention BiN probes, 
IOA was collected for 100% of the sessions with 100% agreement. IOA was also conducted for 
90% of the post-intervention and novel BiN probes with 100% agreement. During the ITI 
sessions, IOA was collected for 135 of the 152 sessions with a mean of 99% (range = 96% to 
100%) agreement.  
Results 
Effects of ITI on BiN 
Figures 2 and 3 display BiN probe data for participants receiving the accelerated ITI 
protocol (Figure 2) and full ITI protocol (Figure 3). Table 10 displays summative data relevant to 
the ITI intervention. The experiment began with simultaneous measurement of BiN across all 
four dyads (see Figures 2 and 3).  Then Dyads 1 and 2 began the ITI protocols and when finished 
demonstrated improved BiN performances with some participants meeting criterion for BiN 
(participants in Dyad 1, top panels of Figures 2 and 3).  At this point, Dyads 3 and 4 completed 
another round of pre-ITI BiN probes and demonstrated similar levels of BiN. The BiN 





outcomes suggest a functional relation between the ITI protocol and increases in BiN repertoires.  
Data on the demonstration of BiN for each dyad and the number of intervention sessions is 
detailed in Appendix B.  
Participants in Dyad 1 (top panels of Figures 2 and 3) both demonstrated the BiN 
capability following 1 phase of ITI. Participant CQ received the accelerated version of the 
protocol and BiN was induced after 6 sessions of ITI and 260 total learn unit presentations. 
Similarly, Participant SJ required 5 sessions of the full dosage of ITI and received a total of 460 
learn units before demonstrating BiN. Dyad 2 participants (second panels of Figures 2 and 3) 
demonstrated the BiN capability after 2 phases of the ITI protocol, regardless of the dosage. 
Participant JLR received the accelerated version of the protocol and BiN was induced after 18 
sessions of ITI and 870 total learn unit presentations. Similarly, Participant LA required 15 
sessions of the full dosage of ITI and received a total of 1240 learn units before demonstrating 
BiN.  
Dyad 3 participants (third panels of Figures 2 and 3) demonstrated the acquisition of 
UniN (criterion on listener responses, but not speaker responses) after the first (LZ) or second 
(MC) phase of the ITI intervention. Participant LZ demonstrated the acquisition of BiN 
following 4 sets of the intervention (42 sessions and 2050 learn units) but did not demonstrate 
BiN with a novel set of stimuli, only UniN. However, when presented with preferred stimuli 
(novel cartoon characters), he demonstrated BiN, a skill he previously was unable to do. 
Participant MC demonstrated the acquisition of BiN for both the original and the novel set of 
stimuli, following 37 sessions of the full dosage of ITI and received a total of 3460 learn. A 
similar pattern of BiN acquisition was observed with Dyad 4 (bottom panels of Figures 2 and 3). 





regardless of the dosage. Participant RM demonstrated BiN after 3 phases of the intervention and 
a total of 1280 learn units. Participant GA demonstrated BiN for the original set of stimuli also 
after 3 phases of the intervention and a total of 1740 learn units. However, Participant GA was 
only demonstrated UniN on a novel set of stimuli and therefore two additional sets of the 
intervention and an additional 1000 learn units were presented. Participant GA was still unable to 
demonstrate BiN for the novel stimuli set. A preferred stimuli (novel cartoon characters) set was 
then presented, and Participant GA demonstrated BiN for this set. All detailed responding to the 
ITI intervention phases is demonstrated in Appendix C.  
All participants were evaluated on their rate of learning (i.e., learn-units-to-criterion) to 
their academic instructional programs following the completion of the ITI protocol and the 
induction of BiN (except for Participant LZ and GA). Table 9 displays the learn-units-to-
criterion for each participant at the onset of the study and following the presentation of BiN into 
their repertoire.  
Table 9 
 
Learn units to criterion for each participant prior to the onset of the intervention and following 
the completion of the ITI protocol. * denotes the participants who received the accelerated 
dosage of the ITI protocol. LUC = learn-units to criterion  





















































Figure 2. The number of correct responses to the BiN probes emitted by participants who 
received the accelerate (50 LU) version of the ITI intervention. S1 denotes the first set of stimuli 
1, S2 denotes the second set of stimuli 2, and so forth. NS denotes a novel set of stimuli. PS 































































































Figure 3. The number of correct responses to the BiN probes emitted by participants who 
received the full (100 LU) version of the ITI intervention. S1 denotes the first set of stimuli 1, S2 
denotes the second set of stimuli 2, and so forth. NS denotes a novel set of stimuli. PS denotes a 




































































































Number of intervention sessions to criterion required for each participant during the ITI 
protocol. 

























































































































































































































































Parametric Analysis of Protocol Intensity 
Per dyad, I observed similar performances during BiN probes, suggesting similar 
acquisition of the BiN capability, despite contacting different intensities of the ITI intervention.  
Figure 4 displays data comparing individuals within and between dyads based on the parametric 
analysis and intensity of ITI. The dyads are arranged from left to right according to pre-
experimental BiN performances, with dyads performing the lowest on the right and dyads 
demonstrating UniN on the left.  Across all three panels, participants who demonstrated UniN 
before the start of the experiment required fewer sets (top panel), sessions (middle panel), and 
learn units (bottom panel) to demonstrate the BiN capability. 
The top and middle panels display macro-level analyses. The top panel displays the 
number of sets of the ITI intervention that were required for BiN to be induced for each 
participant. The sets required remained comparable between each participant in the dyad, despite 
differences in intensity. Across dyads, participants who entered the experiment with criterion-
level listener responding (UniN) demonstrated BiN with fewer ITI sets. The middle panel 
demonstrates the cumulative number of sessions required for each participant to demonstrate 
BiN into their repertoire following all necessary ITI intervention phases. For all 4 dyads, the 
number of sessions were comparable and participants who received the accelerated ITI protocol 
required slightly more intervention sessions, specifically between 1 to 5 additional sessions. 
There was also an inverse relationship between pre-intervention levels of BiN and the number of 
sessions and sets required to induce BiN. 
 The bottom panel displays a micro-level analysis, the aggregate number of learn units 
presented to each participant, which accounts for differences in intensity.  Participants who 





In dyads 1, 2, 3, and 4, the participant receiving the accelerated protocol required 43%, 30%, 
53%, and 41% fewer learn units to induce BiN, respectively.  Similar to sessions and sets, there 
was an inverse relationship between pre-intervention levels of BiN and the number of LUs 
required to induce BiN. 
 Statistical analysis was also conducted to compare between learn units required by the 
participants to complete either the accelerated or the full dosage of the ITI protocol. An unpaired 
t test was conducted, and no significant difference was found in the scores between the two 
dosages; t(6) = 0.981, p = 0.365. These results do not suggest a significant difference, likely 
because there is an inverse relationship between the number of learn units and the pre-






Figure 4. A comparison of sets, sessions, and learn units required for each participant to 
demonstrate BiN. Panel 1 demonstrates the number of ITI protocol intervention phases required 
for BiN to be demonstrated by each participant, grouped by dyads. Panel 2 depicts the 
cumulative number of ITI sessions required for each participant to demonstrate BiN, grouped by 






































































































This experiment identified two functional relations.  The first was a functional relation 
between the ITI protocol and improved BiN. The second was the amount, or intensity, of 
intervention required to produce BiN. This parametric analysis of the ITI protocol compared the 
induction of BiN in similarly-paired participants to determine whether an accelerated dosage of 
the intervention was viable. It was found that regardless of the daily intensity of the ITI protocol, 
the participants were able to acquire BiN into their repertoire at roughly the same rate. Dyads 
who presented with UniN (listener component) at the onset of the study required between one 
and two phases of the ITI intervention to acquire full BiN (listener and speaker component). This 
result was consistent across both intensities of the intervention, suggesting that the accelerated 
protocol could be used as more efficiently produce the intended outcome. This efficiency is 
demonstrated when comparing the cumulative number of learn units between the dyads. The 
accelerated ITI protocol produced the same outcomes, but with 30% to 53% fewer tact 
experiences.  
 I observed differential acquisition of the BiN capability based on how a participant 
performed at the start of the experiment.  Participants in Dyads 1 and 2 entered the experiment 
readily capable of emitting listener responses following the observation of word-object relations 
(UniN).  These participants quickly learned sets of tacts during ITI and demonstrated the 
emergence of speaker responses, which constituted BiN.  Participants in Dyads 3 and 4 entered 
the experiment performing low on both listener and speaker responses following the observation 
of word-object relations.  These participants readily acquired listener responses (UniN) within 
one or two sets of ITI, but then two patterns emerged.  Participant RM (accelerated protocol, 





two additional sets of ITI to improve from demonstrating UniN to demonstrating BiN – this was 
very similar to what occurred with participants in Dyads 1 and 2 who began the experiment 
demonstrating UniN.  The remaining two participants, LZ (accelerated protocol, third panel in 
Figure 2) and GA (full protocol, bottom panel in Figure 3) completed three to four additional sets 
of ITI and were unable to demonstrate BiN with a novel set of arbitrary stimuli.  These 
participants were able to demonstrate BiN with preferred, fun stimuli (cartoon characters).  In 
total, levels of verbal behavior appear to interact with the effectiveness and intensity of the ITI 
protocol.  All participants appear to benefit from the accelerated ITI protocol, participants who 
already have acquired UniN readily acquire BiN following the ITI protocol, but participants who 
enter the ITI protocol with neither listener nor speaker responses have mixed outcomes. 
It is possible that for participants who demonstrate this lack of UniN prior to the onset of 
an ITI protocol, a more intense dosage could have been provided to produce more efficient 
results. This may further be evident in the comparison of intervention phases required for each 
participant in terms of the development of their verbal behavior. It is possible that this stems 
from the individual’s learning history while having UniN in repertoire. Students who 
demonstrated UniN at the onset of the study likely already had some history of learning 
incidental language as a listener, prior to their exposure to the ITI protocol. However, students 
who presented as NiN (absence of UniN and BiN) did not have any incidental language learning 
history until they demonstrated UniN, induced by the ITI protocol. This may suggest why, 
despite acquiring UniN, participants who started without any incidental learning history 
struggled to acquire BiN. This aligns with the theory that BiN emerges from a history of 
interactions between listener and speaker repertoires within the skin of a single individual (Greer 





Comparisons on the number of phases required to induce BiN may also suggest a 
possible correlation with a child’s level of verbal behavior or learn units to criterion. In this 
present study, the participants in Dyad 1 were the two students with the most cusps and 
capabilities in their repertoire, leading to the quickest rate of learning or the lowest average learn 
units to criterion (117.28 and 118.48) of the participants at the onset of the study. This dyad also 
required only one session of the ITI intervention and the least amount of overall learn units to 
induce BiN. Dyad 2 appears to demonstrate a similar correlation where they presented with the 
next lowest learn units to criterion (154.09 and 157.69), due to a fairly high number of cusps and 
capabilities in repertoire. These participants required two phases of the intervention, one more 
than the previous dyad who demonstrated the highest level of verbal behavior. This pattern 
continues with participants in Dyad 3 and Dyad 4. It is likely that the participants in these two 
dyads demonstrated the higher learn units to criterion due to the absence of UniN. Corwin and 
Greer (2014) and Greer et al (2011) found that accelerated learning is demonstrated when an 
individual has UniN or BiN in his or her repertoire.  
Still, the results of this study add to previous research that has found ITI to be effective 
for all 8 participants. This adds to the body of research that has found these listener/speaker 
exchanges to be effective in inducing the speaker-as-own-listener. Longano (2008) and Greer 
and Longano (2010) found that the echoic is critical in the Naming process. VBDT (Greer & 
Ross, 2008) supports that the echoic may play a key role, however, it argues that naming actually 
begins with observing responses. Longano and Greer (2010) found it was important to account 
for stimulus-stimulus pairings that occur between the observation and production responses of 
the Naming loop. Therefore, the student’s listener and speaker responses may be reinforced by 





the automatic reinforcement of speech sounds should also be accounted for as the foundation and 
development of listener reinforcement during observing responses. As Horne and Lowe’s (1996) 
Naming theory suggests, the process of joining the listener and the speaker initially starts with 
the observation of the target stimulus or object. This may also suggest why the ITI intervention 
was successful when an accelerated dosage was utilized in this analysis. The participants 
acquired the same number of novel stimuli as the full dosage, providing them with the same 
number of stimuli to observe and acquire tacts for, regardless of the number of opportunities in a 
single session.  
It is important to note some limitations to the study that may have affected the results. 
Following the second phase of the intervention conducted with Dyad 4, Participant GA was 
administered only one post-intervention BiN probe before another phase of the intervention was 
initiated. To balance for this, the matched pair in the dyad (Participant RM) was also 
administered a single post-intervention BiN probe. However, during this probe, Participant RM 
demonstrated the emergence of UniN and an increase in his speaker responses. It is possible that 
the participant would have demonstrated BiN given a second post-probe and more opportunities 
to contact and respond to the stimuli. This is evident in the participants’ decreased number of 
sessions to criterion for the third phase of the intervention (see Table 10). Therefore, it is 
unknown whether the student required this third phase of the intervention to acquire BiN or 
whether the student simply needed a second probe to demonstrate BiN. This may have resulted 
in the presentation of unnecessary additional learn units and lessened the efficiency of the 
intervention for Participant RM. However, the participant was assigned to the accelerated version 
of the ITI intervention and was still able to acquire the BiN capability with less learn units 





number of pre-intervention probes conduced on the demonstration of BiN for the participants 
Dyad 1 and Dyad 2. It would have been beneficial to conduct a second pre-intervention BiN 
probe prior to the onset of the ITI intervention. This would have allowed for more stable 
demonstration of BiN levels to be assessed and provide more confidence that the change in the 
demonstration of BiN during the post-intervention probes was due to the intervention. 
Some more general limitation should also be addressed by further research. The 
accelerated intensity of the ITI was only evaluated with a small sample and additional 
participants should be run to examine the generality of the findings. Also, as discussed above, 
only two intensities of ITI were evaluated and higher intensities could be more beneficial for 
some students, however this was not evaluated in the present study. Further research should 
evaluate more intensities to find the optimal dosage of ITI for participants who demonstrate NiN 
at the onset of the intervention. Replication studies would also be beneficial to generalize the 
potential benefits of an accelerated ITI procedure for who present with UniN prior to the 
protocol. This successful application of a parametric analysis to a VBDT protocol to induce 
cusps and capabilities suggests the need for similar research with other protocols. Many VBDT 
procedures and interventions have been successful in behavior change, but evaluation of the 
efficiency and optimal dosage should be evaluated. This study allowed students to successfully 
acquire BiN through a quicker procedure that took less time and less instructional units, giving 
educational significance to the application of the study. The accelerated intensity of ITI can be 
utilized for students to induce the ability to acquire incidental language while spending half the 






Chapter III  
 
EXPERIMENT II: A PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS FOR AN AUDITORY MATCH-TO-
SAMPLE PROTOCOL ON THE INDUCTION OF ACCURATE ECHOICS 
 
Rationale for Experiment II 
 
 Due to the promising results demonstrated in Experiment 1, it is clear that parametric 
analyses can be used as an effective tool to determine the more and less efficient procedures 
when inducing verbal behavioral cusps and capabilities. While further research needs to be 
conducted, it is also possible that students with a certain level of verbal behavior or learn units to 
criterion may dictate the adequate version of a protocol they should receive. To continue 
investigating the generality of parametric analysis at discriminating efficient parameters of 
protocols to induce verbal behavioral cusps and capabilities, it is necessary to expand this 
procedure to another intervention. The Auditory Matching (AM) protocol is a labor-intensive 
intervention utilized to improve listener behavior and increase the accuracy of echoics. However, 
there are 21 phases of the intervention that required 20 trials each session until criterion is met, 
resulting in the intervention requiring a significant amount of instructional time.   
Analysis of Auditory Matching (AM) Data 
Previous research has found that the AM protocol is effective for increasing accuracy in 
vocal echoics as well as inducing advanced listener literacy (Choi, 2012; Choi, Greer, & 
Keohane, 2014; Speckman-Collins, Lee Park, and Greer, 2007). However, evaluation of the 





presentation of multiple phases that appeared to be in the participant’s repertoire (i.e., responding 
with at least 90% accuracy on the first phase (see Table 11). Due to this, there are numerous 
phases where participants received LUs possibly to facilitate the child’s learning and auditory 
discrimination. Based on the requirement to complete the entire 20-trial-sessions for each phase 
despite accurate responding by the participant, the procedure requires intense intervention for an 
extended amount of time for each participant. While it is clear that AM is effective for inducing 
these cusps and capabilities, a careful analysis of the published and unpublished research (see 
Table 11) suggests the need for better understanding the relationship between the amounts of 
AM and the emergence of accurate echoics.  The purpose of this study is to determine how 
different amounts of AM impact the emergence of accurate echoics across various mono-syllabic 
and multi-syllabic English words. The independent variable was AM with two levels of mastery 
criteria for moving from phase to phase of the AM protocol. The first was the traditional AM 
protocol, that utilized 20-trial-sessions for auditory discrimination through a match-to-sample 
procedure and a criterion of at least 18 correct responses. In the accelerated version of ITI, 
children received the same instruction but were required to respond to each phase until they 
emitted five consecutive correct responses (also referred to as rolling criteria; Fienup & Brodsky, 
2017). This allows for each participant within a dyad to experience the same phases, but can 
demonstrate proficiency at different rates contingent on their performance. This manipulation 
would allow for mastery at the accelerated level to be determined directly by within-session 
performance, while the full criterion cannot be established until the termination of the entire 20 















Number of phases 
where at least 90% 
accuracy was achieved 




A 29 580 1 
B 21 420 4 
C 21 420 4 
Choi, Greer & 
Keohane (2015) 
A 25 500 5 
B 39 780 4 
C 36 720 1 
D 43 860 0 
Unpublished Study 
(Fall 2016) 
A 19 380 5 
B 14 280 8 
C 18 360 9 
Unpublished Study 
(Spring 2017) 
A 12 240 7 
B 14 280 8 




 Eight elementary school students, all males, participated in the study. The researcher 
selected the participants from a district-based self-contained special education classroom that 
implemented the Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling (CABAS®) 
educational model. This model applies empirically validated methods of pedagogy, curricula, 
and training for staff. Detailed descriptions of the participants are outlined in Tables 12, 13, and 
14. All participants, ranging in age from 5 to 7 years old, were assessed using Verbal Behavior 
Development Assessment (VBDA®; Greer, 2004) to determine the presence and absences of 












Detailed description of the participants for Experiment 2.  







LZA 7 OHI Faulty N 133.0 
TRF 5 ASD Faulty N 135.4 
Dyad 2 
JGA 6 ASD Faulty N 169.7 




























Note. ASD = Autism Spectrum Disorder, SLI = Speech/Language Impairment, OHI = Other 
Health Impairments. A denotes participants who were assigned to the accelerate dosage of AM 
while F denotes participants assigned to the full dosage.  
 
The students were selected for the study because they had faulty echoic responses, such 
as lack of enunciation, clarity, or point-to-point correspondence between hearing and saying. The 
students also presented with observing responses for voices and environmental noises, and the 
ability to match-to-sample 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional stimuli, cusps critical to a 
foundation for the auditory matching cusp. The same matching procedure from Experiment 1 
was utilized to determine the participants’ learn units to criterion and level of verbal behavior to 






















Presence and absence of verbal developmental cusps and capabilities for Dyads 1 and 2 for 
Experiment 2. 
Note. Highlighted cusps and capabilities were relevant to the selection to participate in the study. 
Students in Dyad 1 and Dyad 2 did not have any reader/writer capabilities in their repertoire. 
*Cusps that were present in repertoire but with faulty or inaccurate behavior 
 
  
 Dyad 1 Dyad 2 
Pre-Reader Capabilities LZA TRF JGA JDF 
Book stimuli conditioned reinforcement for observing  ✓ ✓   
Self-talk      
Say-do in speaker-as-own listener function      
BiN     
UniN ✓  ✓  
Transformation of establishing operations     
Independent mands and tacts ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Echoic-to-tact ✓* ✓* ✓* ✓* 
Echoic to mand ✓* ✓* ✓* ✓* 
Parroting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Auditory matching     
Listener literacy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Generalized imitation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Match 2D and 3D objects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
“Capacity for sameness” across senses ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for 3D objects/visual stimuli  
on desktop 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for voices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for faces ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Teacher presence results in instructional control over child ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 







Presence and absence of verbal developmental cusps and capabilities for Dyads 3 and 4 for 
Experiment 2. 
Note. Highlighted cusps and capabilities were relevant to the selection to participate in the study.  
*Cusps that were present in repertoire but with faulty or inaccurate behavior 
 Dyad 3 Dyad 4 
Pre-Reader Capabilities AJA CDF MCA PTF 
Book stimuli conditioned reinforcement for observing    ✓ ✓ 
Self-talk      
Say-do in speaker-as-own listener function      
Bi-directional Naming (BiN)   ✓ ✓ 
Uni-directional Naming (UniN) ✓    
Transformation of establishing operations     
Independent mands and tacts ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Echoic-to-tact ✓* ✓* ✓* ✓* 
Echoic to mand ✓* ✓* ✓* ✓* 
Parroting ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Auditory matching     
Listener literacy ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Generalized imitation ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Match 2D and 3D objects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
“Capacity for sameness” across senses ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for 3D objects/visual stimuli  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for voices ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Conditioned reinforcement for faces ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Teacher presence results in instructional control over child ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 
Reader/Writer Capabilities 
    
Writing governs complex operations of others     
Textually responding for complex operations      
Writer self-edit     
Aesthetic writing affects emotions     
Technical writing precisely affects reader’s behavior     
Joint stimulus control across saying and writing     
Textually responses function as auditory conditioned R+       
Textually responding joins naming repertoire     
Reading governs responding     
Dictation (Hear-Write)   ✓ ✓ 
Print transcription (See-Writer)   ✓ ✓ 
Responds to own textual responding as listener     
Textually responds 80 words per minute    ✓ 






The setting was the same as in Experiment 1, which had an 8-1-2 student-teacher-
teaching assistant ratio for the special education classroom. During data collection, other students 
in the classroom received individualized instruction by a teacher/assistant, participated in therapy 
(speech, occupational, physical, counseling), or engaged with toys in the classroom. During the 
pre- and post-intervention probes, the sessions were conducted in a partitioned corner of the 
classroom to allow for accurate data collection on the echoic responses. For some intervention 
sessions, the participants were seated at the same table as one or two non-participating student 
who were working or playing independently. 
Materials  
 Instructional materials used in this study consisted of a 34.93 cm by 24.07 cm screen of 
an iPad® with the auditory match-to-sample Flash® “Sounds Same” program installed to present 
intervention set stimuli. A pre-intervention training phase was utilized prior to the 
implementation of the AM intervention. During this phase, the program consisted of an image, 
roughly 15 cm in diameter at the top center of the screen. Two images, one identical and one not 
identical to the above image were side by side on the bottom of the screen. A dotted gray 
horizontal line divides the top, single button from the bottom two buttons (see Figure 5). During 
the intervention sessions, the program consisted of three identical images or shapes, roughly 15 
cm in diameter, with one button at the top center of the screen and two below it, side by side. A 







Figure 5. An example of the screen and stimuli used during the pre-intervention training phase of 
auditory MTS intervention.  
 
When pressed using the touch screen, the top button produced the spoken sample word or 
phrase, and the two buttons located below either produced an identical exemplar sound or non-
exemplar sound. The location of the exemplar and non-exemplar rotated randomly to control for 
any location preferences. During each session, the participant sat at a table in a child-sized chair 
facing the iPad® and the researcher was seated to the left or right of the student. The echoic 
response probes consisted of 100 English language words varying from one syllable to four 
syllables (See Figure 7). Responses to these echoic probes were recorded on an iPad® to allow 






Figure 6. An example of the screen and stimuli used during the basic and advanced auditory 
MTS intervention sessions.  
 
Experimental Design  
Similar designs to Experiment 1 were implemented in Experiment 2. A multiple probe 
design across participants (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993) was conducted to determine the 
effect of the Auditory Matching (AM) protocol on the induction of accurate echoic responses. 
All participants began pre-intervention probes, and then the first participants began intervention 
while others remained in pre-intervention. Once the first participants demonstrated increases 
during post-intervention probes following the basic AM phases, the remaining participants 
underwent additional pre-intervention probes and then began intervention. Post-intervention 
probes were conducted on the echoics following the completion of the eight basic AM phases 






Figure 7. An example of the data sheet used to record correct syllables to echoics for the 100 
English word echoics probe.  
 
conducted with all participants at the start of the experiment. Dyad 1 underwent the first phase of 
the intervention until criterion was met and then post-intervention probes were conducted for the 
dyad. If the participant met criterion on the post-intervention echoic probe, the intervention still 
continued through the advanced phase of the AM intervention.  
Additionally, following the completion of the intervention for Dyad 1, pre-intervention 
probe(s) were conducted for Dyad 2. When pre-intervention data were stable for the participants 





post-intervention probes were conducted to determine whether the advanced phase of the AM 
intervention was required or if the cusp had been successfully induced.   
To study the effects of different doses of ITI, participants were matched and randomly 
assigned to one dose of AM. Dyads were matched based on 1) the participants’ level of cusps 
and capabilities and 2) the participants’ rate of learning determined by their learn units-to-
criterion across all instructional programs (discussed above). Participants were placed into dyads 
based on the similarity between the two students for cusp/capability level and rate of learning. 
Each participant within the dyads was then randomly assigned to either the full or accelerated 
dosage of the AM protocol.  
Procedure 
 100 English Language Word Echoics. This probe was adapted from previous for 
utilizing English language words to determine point-to-point correspondence of produced 
echoics (Choi, Greer, & Keohane, 2015; Du, Speckman, Medina & Cole-Hatchard, 2017). The 
original assessment primarily measured one- (40%) and two- (35%) syllable words as compared 
to three- (18%) and four- (6%) syllable words. The original measure also included a small 
number of homophones, words that sound alike but have different spellings (i.e., one and won, 
right and write). To address these issues, the researcher eliminated some echoics and added 
others so that the assessment included no homophones and an equal distribution of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 
4-syllable words (25 each)  (see Table 15). The researcher assessed echoics prior to the onset of 
the intervention as well as after the completion of the basic auditory MTS intervention and again 
after the advanced auditory MTS intervention. The probe began with the researcher sitting facing 
the participant, followed by the researcher pointing to her mouth while presenting the vocal 





3 s after the antecedent was presented.  
Table 15 
 
100 English words used during the echoic probe sessions.  
One Syllable Two Syllable Three Syllable Four Syllable 
1. And 1. Admit 1. Attention 1. Activity 
2. By 2. Border 2. Bicycle 2. Beautiful 
3. Case 3. Carpet 3. Continue 3. Celebration 
4. Chat 4. Chilly 4. Champion 4. Discovery 
5. Day 5. Depend 5. Deliver 5. Education 
6. Each 6. Explore 6. Explosion 6. Facility 
7. Few 7. Fancy 7. Family 7. Gracefully 
8. Good 8. Garden 8. General 8. Helicopter 
9. Have 9. Hotel 9. Holiday 9. Identical 
10. It 10. Invent 10. Imagine 10. January 
11. Job 11. Jacket 11. Justify 11. Kindergarten 
12. Kick 12. Kindly 12. Kangaroo 12. Limitation 
13. Long 13. Letter 13. Library 13. Material 
14. More 14. Marker 14. Memory 14. Necessary 
15. New 15. Neighbor 15. Newspaper 15. Ordinary 
16. Old 16. Order 16. Opening 16. Participate 
17. Pale 17. Party 17. Property 17. Questionable 
18. Rose 18. Question 18. Quality 18. Relationship 






























 Parametric Analysis of the AM Intervention. The participants sat facing the computer 
screen and watched as the researcher touched the target solid red circle at the top of the screen 
the emitted the target sound, word, or phrase. The researcher then touched the bottom left and 
bottom right circle consecutively. The target sample circle at the top was then touched again and 
the vocal antecedent, “Match” was given as an instruction for the participant’s matching 





same target sound, word, or phrase within 5 s of the vocal verbal antecedent. An incorrect 
response consisted of the participant responding after 5 s or touching the solid red circle that 
emitted the non-target exemplar. If an incorrect response was emitted, a correction was given. 
This consisted of the researcher first pressing the target button on top and then pressing the 
button at the bottom with the exemplar stimuli while stating “This is the match” or “These 
match.” The researcher then gave the participant another opportunity to respond by re-presenting 
the antecedent procedure. Corrected responses were not reinforced. Correct responses were 
immediately followed by reinforcement in the form of praise and other reinforcers, such as 
tokens that could later be exchanged for other reinforcers. The particular reinforcers used for 
each child were based on an extensive history of using reinforcement operations to teach the 
participants.  
This method was identical for the participants, regardless of their assignment to the full 
or accelerated dosage of AM. Participants who received the full dosage of the AM intervention 
were required to complete 20 trials of each intervention phase. Criterion for each session was set 
at 90% accuracy for the 20 intervention trials across a single session for each of the intervention 
phases. Participants who received the accelerated criterion of the AM intervention were required 
to complete the phase until emitting five correct consecutive responses. Once this criterion was 
achieved, the session was ended, and the participants completed the next phase in the 
intervention for their next session. The participants who received the accelerated dosage were 
still only exposed to a maximum of 20 trials in a session. If the participant did not meet the 
criterion of five consecutive correct responses, the session would terminate at 20 responses and 
the participant would receive another session of the same phase the next time the intervention 





Measurement and Dependent Variables 
 100 English Language Word Echoics. The echoic responses were measured as correct 
and incorrect syllables to 100 common English words containing one, two, three, or four 
syllables. A correct echoic for a syllable was defined as response that had direct phonemic point-
to-point correspondence with the antecedent presented by the researcher (i.e. “re-” in response to 
“relationship”). An incorrect echoic or vocalization for a syllable was defined as a response that 
did not have any points of correspondence with the original antecedent (“ee-” in response to 
relationship”). The researcher tallied the number of correct and incorrect syllabic echoic 
responses, divided this by the total number of opportunities (100), and multiplied by 100 to 
obtain the participant’s percentage for each type of echoic response responses. Criterion was set 
at 80% correct syllabic echoic responses, to demonstrate an increase in full echoics and a 
decrease in incorrect syllabic echoics between the pre-intervention probe and the post-
intervention probes.  
Correct and incorrect words were also evaluated to determine how many full echoics 
were correctly produced for an entire word. A correct word was defined as an echoic that had 
correct syllabic echoics for all syllables in a word (“re-” “la-” “tion-” “ship-” in response to 
“relationship”). An incorrect word was defined as any echoic that had one or more errors in any 
of the syllabic echoics in a word (“we-” “la-” “tion-” “sip-” in response to relationship). Figure 4 
demonstrates the data sheet for collecting and scoring echoics based on syllables. The researcher 
totaled the number of correct words and divided this by the total number of opportunities (100), 






 AM. The dependent variable measured during the intervention were match-to-sample 
responses to auditory stimuli. Within each session, the participants were presented with an 
auditory stimulus on the computer screen. The researcher presented the target auditory stimulus 
by touching the circle at the top of the screen, and then presented the exemplar and non-exemplar 
by touching each of the circles at the bottom of the screen. The participant was then given 5s to 
respond and select the correct exemplar, which was recorded as a correct response and a (+) on 
the data sheet. If the participant responded by selecting the non-exemplar or target stimulus, or 
did not respond in the allotted time, an incorrect response was recorded with a (-).  
Independent Variable  
 The independent variables for the study were the basic auditory match-to-sample (MTS) 
instruction followed by the advanced auditory MTS (Choi, 2012; Choi, Greer, & Keohane, 
2014). Within this, two doses of AM were tested: the accelerated (five consecutive correct 
responses) or full (90% correct responses) dosage for each phase of the AM intervention. For 
both dosages, stimuli for each set were presented according to the discrimination level for the 
phase (See Tables 16 and 17). For the participants who received the full dosage of ITI were 
exposed to 20 exemplars for the phase, regardless of their level of correct responding. 
Participants who received the accelerated dosage of AM were exposed to the exemplars until he 
or she emitted five correct responses consecutively. The procedure for the intervention was 
identical for each dosage except for the number of exposures to each stimulus during a session. 
These auditory MTS learn units (Albers & Greer, 1991) were presented in addition to the other 
learn unit instruction delivered to the student throughout his or her typical school day.  
The basic auditory MTS intervention consisted of the pre-intervention training phase (see 











Sounds and single words used during the basic auditory match-to-sample instruction. 
 Description  
Training Phase 
Phase 1 
Match pictures with sounds using different picture/sound as non-exemplar 
Match sound using no-sound as non-exemplar 
Phase 2 Match sound using white sound as non-exemplar 
Phase 3 Match sound using other sounds as non-exemplar 
Phase 4 Match word using sound as non-exemplar 
Phase 5 Match word using another word as non-exemplar (set 1) 
Phase 6 Match word using another word as non-exemplar (set 2) 
Phase 7 Match word using another word as non-exemplar (set 3) 
Phase 8 Match word using word with rhyming end as non-exemplar 
 
The advanced auditory MTS intervention began with six phases of matching combined 
speech sounds of words or morphemes before progressing to matching short phrases where the 
non-exemplar differed by one word. The advanced auditory MTS concluded with requiring the 
participant to match unfamiliar and multisyllabic words. This progression through the advanced 
auditory MTS required the participants to first match single words where the non-exemplars 
were similar but non-matching words before advancing to require the student to match phrases 
with progressively smaller distinctions to discriminate between (see Table 17).    
Table 17 
  
Single words and phrases used during the advanced auditory match-to-sample instruction.  
 Description Exemplars 
Phase 1 


























































Match phrases with one 
direct word out of two 
words 
Blue hat-red hat 
Two cats-three cats 
First floor-second floor 
Music class-art class 
Cold water-hot water 
Blue hat-blue cat 
Two cats-two bears 
First floor-first time 
Music class-music teacher  
 
Phase 8 
Match phrases with one 
different word out of three 
words 
My best friend-your best friend 
A fast dog-the fast dog 
A big triangle- blue-big triangle 
My best friend-my little friend 
The fast dog-the slow dog 





My best friend-my best book 
The fast bird-the fast dog 
A big triangle-a big circle 
 
Phase 9 
Match phrases with one 
different word in a 
sentence 
The book is on the table. The pen is on the table 
Can you draw an ant? Can I draw an ant? 
Bear sits on the ground. Turkey sits on the ground. 
The book is on the table. The book is over the table. 
Can you draw an ant? Can you get an ant? 
Bear sits on the ground. Bear walks on the ground 
The book is on the table. The book is on the cabinet.  
Can you draw an ant? Can you draw an elephant? 
Bear sits on the ground. Bear sits on the tree  
 
Phase 10 
Match multisyllabic and 
uncommon words (set 1) 
Biological, aboriginal, balletomania, calamine, 




Match multisyllabic and 
uncommon words (set 2) 
Immunization, impulsivity, juvenile, kilogram, 




Match multisyllabic and 
uncommon words (set 3) 
Lamella, laparoscope, maxillofacial, olfaction, 




Match multisyllabic and 
uncommon words (set 4) 
Measurement, obstruction, octosyllabic, 
pandiculation, paramountcy, quicksilver, 
questionnaire, radiation, thermoplastic, transaction  
 
Advanced Phase 13. A secondary independent variable was accurate responding to the 
final phase of the AM protocol, at the end of the advanced phases. Prior to the beginning of the 
study, Phase 13 was used as an entry criterion for the Auditory Match-to-Sample procedure. 
Each participant was given 20 learn units for the AM procedure for unfamiliar and complex 
multisyllabic words (see Table 17). Mastery criterion was set at 80% accuracy across 20 







Inter-Observer Agreement  
A second, independent observer collected data for the purposes of calculating inter-
observer agreement (IOA) and treatment fidelity. These data for IOA for the probe and 
intervention sessions was collected following the same procedures from Experiment 1. IOA has 
been collected for 100% of the pre-probe sessions for echoics. Echoics are a permanent product 
(video) and were scored by a second observer. IOA was evaluated for all 36 echoic pre- and 
post-intervention probes, with a mean agreement of 92% (ranging 88% to 96%). IOA was also 
been obtained for 78 intervention sessions (35%) with 100% agreement. Treatment fidelity was 
also evaluated following the same procedures from Experiment 1. IOA was collected for 35% of 
the basic AM sessions, with 100% agreement, and 34% of the advanced AM sessions, with 
100% agreement.  
Results 
Advanced Phase 13 Screening. A pre-experimental probe was conducted with each 
participant to determine their level of accuracy when responding to the final phase of the AM 
protocol: Advanced Phase 13. Figure 8 demonstrates the correct responding of each individual 
on this phase prior to the onset of any intervention. Note that Participant MC and Participant PT 
(Dyad 4) were the only participants to demonstrate criterion level responding (at least 16 out of 







Figure 8. The correct number of responses emitted to the Advanced 13 Phase of the AM protocol 
prior to the onset of the intervention. * denotes participates who received the accelerated version 
of the AM protocol. 
 
Effects of AM on Echoics 
Figures 9 and 10 display the 100 English words echoic probe data for participants 
receiving the accelerated AM protocol (Figure 9) and the full AM protocol (Figure 10). Correct 
responding is presented based on full echoics to each of the one, two, three, or four syllable 
words. The experiment began with simultaneous measurement of echoics across all four dyads 
(see Figures 9 and 10). Then Dyads 1 and 2 began the AM protocols and when finished 
demonstrated improved echoic performances (top two panels of Figures 9 and 10). At this point, 
Dyads 3 and 4 completed another round of pre-AM echoic probes and demonstrated similar 
levels of accurate echoic responding. The AM performances of participants in Dyads 3 and 4 
improved after completing phases of AM. These outcomes suggest a functional relation between 
the AM protocol and increases in echoic repertoires. Data on the demonstration of AM for each 





































Participants in Dyad 1 (top panels of Figures 9 and 10) both demonstrated an increase in 
their accurate echoics following the completion of AM. Participant LZ received the accelerated 
version of the protocol and echoics increased from an average of 49 during baseline to 87 correct 
full echoics following the entire AM protocol (27 total sessions). Similarly, Participant TR 
increased from 41 accurate echoics at baseline to 84 correct full echoics after basic advanced 
AM (31 total sessions). Dyad 2 participants (second panels of Figures 9 and 10) also 
demonstrated comparable increases in accurate echoics after the basic and advanced phases of 
the AM protocol, regardless of the dosage. Participant JG received the accelerated version of the 
protocol and demonstrated an average of 21 accurate echoics during baseline, followed by 66 
correct full echoics following the complete AM procedure (21 total sessions). Similarly, 
Participant JD received the full version of the protocol and accurate echoics increased from 35 at 
baseline, to 81 correct full echoics following AM (33 total sessions). 
Dyad 3 participants (third panels of Figures 9 and 10) demonstrated increases in their 
accurate full echoics as well, following both basic and advanced AM. Participant AJ increased 
his accurate echoics from an average of 25 correct echoics in baseline, to 73 post-basic and 
advanced AM (28 total sessions). Participant CD increased from 17 correct baseline echoics to 
61 full echoics at the conclusion of the AM intervention (30 total sessions). Dyad 4 (fourth 
panels of Figure 9 and 10) demonstrated some increases in echoics following AM. Participant 
MC increased from a baseline of 73 full echoics to 84 correct echoics after basic and advanced 






Figure 9. The number of correct responses to the 100 English words echoic probes emitted by 



























































































Figure 10. The number of correct responses to the 100 English words echoic probes emitted by 


























































































All echoic responses were also measured based on the number of correct syllabic 
responses out of a total of 250 syllables (i.e., 25 one-syllable words, 50 two-syllable words, 75 
three-syllable words, 100 four-syllable words). Figure 13 and 14 demonstrate the percentage of 
correct syllabic echoics for each participant receiving the accelerated version of AM (Figure 11) 
and the full version of AM (Figure 12). Dyad 1 (top panels of Figures 11 and 12) again 
demonstrated increase in the percentage of correct echoic syllabic responses following the AM 
procedure. Participant LZ, who received the accelerated version of AM, demonstrated an overall 
18.8% increase in accuracy and Participant TR, who received the full version of AM, 
demonstrated a 21.6% increase. Dyad 2 (second panels of Figures 11 and 12) also demonstrated 
increases in the percentage of correct echoic syllabic responses following the AM procedure. 
Participant JG received the accelerated version of AM and demonstrated an overall 36.8% 
increase in accuracy, while Participant JD received the full version of AM and demonstrated a 
37.6% increase. 
Similarly, Dyad 3 (third panels of Figures 11 and 12) demonstrated an increase in the 
percentage of correct echoic syllabic responses following the AM protocol. Participant AJ, who 
received the accelerated version of AM, demonstrated an overall 42.4% increase in accuracy and 
Participant CD, who received the full version of AM, demonstrated a 49.2% increase. Dyad 4 
(fourth panels of Figure 11 and 12) demonstrated increases in their percentage of correct echoic 
syllabic responses following the basic and advanced phases of AM. Participant MC received the 
accelerated dosage and demonstrated a 5.2% increase while Participant PT, who received the full 






Figure 11. The percentage of correct syllabic responses emitted by each participant who received 
























































































Figure 12. The percentage of correct syllabic responses emitted by each participant who received 
























































































Parametric Analysis of Protocol Intensity 
Per dyad, I observed similar performances during 100 English words probes, suggesting 
similar acquisition of the echoic cusp, despite contacting different intensities of the AM 
intervention.  Figure 13 displays data comparing individuals within and between dyads based on 
the parametric analysis and intensity of AM. Across both panels, participants who received the 
accelerated version of the AM intervention required fewer learn units (top panel) and less time 
(bottom panel) to demonstrate an increasingly accurate echoic repertoire. The top panel displays 
the aggregated number of learn units presented to each participant, to account for differences in 
intensity. Participants who received the accelerated intensity of the protocol demonstrated 
accurate echoics with many fewer learn units. In dyads 1, 2, 3, and 4, the participant receiving 
the accelerated protocol required 49%, 81%, 49%, and 72% fewer learn units to induce the 
echoic cusp, respectively. The bottom panel displays the accumulated amount of time (m) 
required by each participant to complete the AM protocol. Participants who received the 
accelerated intensity of the protocol also demonstrated an increase in accurate echoics with much 
less time. In dyads 1, 2, 3, and 4, the participant receiving the accelerated protocol required 52%, 






Figure 13. A comparison of total time required (m) and total learn units required for each 
participant to complete the AM intervention, grouped by dyad. The black bars depict the time 
and learn units necessary for  each participant to complete the basic AM procedure. The gray bar 
depicts the necessary time and learn units for each participant to complete the advanced AM 
procedure. The bars are stacked to give a visual representation of total time and learn units 
required during the entire AM intervention.  
 
Figure 14 displays the AM intervention data for the required learn units and sessions for 
each dyad. Graphs on the left represent participants who completed the accelerated protocol and 
























































































the cumulative number of phases mastered (1 to 21). Bars represent the number of LU-
presentations per session (1 to 20).  Participants within each dyad (i.e., within a row of graphs) 
demonstrated similar rates of learning (see line graph of Figure 14) when compared to their 
matched counterpart. However, the number of learn units required to demonstrate this learning 
varied, with the accelerated dosage requiring less learn units to achieve criterion on each phase 






Figure 14. A total number of learn units (bars) required for the participants to master each phase 
of the AM intervention. Rate of learning (lines) is demonstrated based on the cumulative number 








































































































































































































 Statistical analysis was also conducted to compare between learn units required by the 
participants to complete either the accelerated or the full dosage of the AM protocol. An 
unpaired t test was conducted, and a significant difference was found in the scores between the 
two dosages; t(6) = 4.96, p = 0.003. These results suggest that participants experiencing the 
accelerated dosage (M = 210.0, SD = 100.4) completed the AM protocol in significantly fewer 
learn units compared to the full dosage (M = 560.0, SD = 99.3). Clear differentiation between the 
dosage for required learn units, despite the low power (i.e., low number of participants). This 
difference is also shown in Figure 15, grouped by the change in accurate full echoics for each 
syllable number (1, 2, 3 and 4) from pre to post-probes following the intervention. Figure 15 
displays changes in echoics from pre- to post-AM (y-axis) as a function of the number of LU 
presentations (x-axis).  Participants who experienced the accelerated protocol are represented 
with black squares and participants who experienced the full protocol are represented with grey 
circles.  Open symbols (white square and white circle) represent the groups mean performances. 
The four panels represent changes in 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-syllable echoics, respectively. Therefore, 
this figure demonstrates the gained accuracy in echoics as a function of learn unit presentations. 
There are comparable improvements in the echoics (i.e., similar levels on the y-axis) but a 
difference between learn unit presentation (x-axis). This difference is then seen across all four 
syllable types (see Figure 15).  
Mean gains were also calculated across all four participants for their respective dosage 
(open square and open circle), and demonstrated that echoic improvements remained relatively 
similar across each syllable word group. The greatest improvements were observed with four-
syllable words across both the accelerated (M = 11) and the full (M = 11.25) dosages, while the 





accelerated (M = 6.5) and full (M = 6.75) dosages. Comparable gains were also observed with 
two syllable words (accelerated, M = 10; full, M = 10.5) and three syllable words (accelerated, 
M = 7.75; full, M = 10)  for both dosages.  
 
Figure 15. The total number of learn units required to complete the AM protocol (x-axis) and the 
pre to post change in correct echoics demonstrated for 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4- syllable words. Note that 
the open square (accelerated AM) and open circle (full AM) depict the mean scores across the 
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This second experiment was again able to establish two functional relations. The first 
function relation was established between the AM protocol and improved echoic repertoires. The 
second was the amount, or intensity, of the intervention required to produce these increasingly 
correct echoics. The parametric analysis of the AM protocol compared the induction of an 
accurate echoic cusp in similarly-matched participants to determine whether the accelerated 
intensity of the AM intervention was viable. It was found that regardless of the required response 
mastery criterion for each AM intervention phase, the participants were still able to acquire 
accurate echoics into their repertoire at roughly the same degree. Participants who demonstrated 
low accuracy in producing full echoics at the onset of the study were able to increase their 
accurate echoics across both mono-syllabic and multi-syllabic English words. These results were 
consistent across both intensities of the intervention, suggesting that the accelerated protocol 
could be used to more efficiently procedure the intended behavioral change. This efficiency is 
demonstrated when comparing the number of learn units between dyads, as well as the amount of 
time spent on in the intervention procedure. The accelerated AM protocol produced the same 
outcomes as the full procedure, but with 49% to 81% fewer intervention trials and 30% to 87% 
less time. This is also seen through Figure 17, where the minimal vertical difference (i.e., echoic 
gains) between the means of the accelerated (open square) and full (open circle) intensities of the 
intervention are comparable. However, the horizontal difference (i.e., number of learn units) is 
much more substantial to demonstrate the increased amount of learn units required for the same 
results. This suggests that within the AM intervention, positive behavior change in echoics may 
be contingent on mastering the discrimination between auditory speech stimuli and less 





Due to this, it is clear that the AM protocol established conditioned reinforcement for the 
correspondence between the auditory acoustical properties of others speech productions to an 
individual’s own speech sounds. None of the participants in Dyad 1, 2 or 3 were able to 
demonstrate accurate full echoic responses to at least 20 of the 25 English words (80% 
accuracy), regardless of the number of syllables, at the onset of the study. Dyads 2 and 3 also 
emitted little to no correct echoics for three and four syllable words (see Figures 9 and 10). Yet, 
following the completing of the AM protocol, all participants demonstrated an increase to at least 
80% correct responding for echoics for one and two syllable words. Dyad 1 was also able to emit 
echoics accurately to this level for three and four syllable words. While dyads 2 and 3 did not 
achieve this criterion level of correct echoics, they still demonstrated notable increase in their 
ability to accurately echoic three to four syllable words. Echoic responding was also evaluated 
through the total number of correct echoics emitted for each individual syllable (see Figures 11 
and 12). Prior to the implementation of the AM intervention, none of the participants in dyads 1, 
2 or 3 were able to emit accurate echoics for at least 200 of the 250 syllables (80%) presented 
during the 100 English words pre-probes. After completion of the AM intervention, all 
participants were then able to emit an accurate echoic repertoire to this criterion level, regardless 
of the AM intervention intensity they were exposed to. Dyad 4 emitted accurate echoic 
repertoires higher than the other three, often at criterion level, suggesting that the AM procedure 
would be less effective for participants who demonstrate performance at these levels.   
 While we did not observe differential acquisition of the accurate echoic repertoire based 
on the participants’ rate of learning (i.e., learn-units-to-criterion) at the onset of the study, effects 
were observed based on the performance of the individual on a pre-screening session. Prior to the 





the final phase of the advanced AM procedure (Phase 13). This was utilized to determine 
whether the finer discrimination between three to five syllable words presented through the AM 
procedure could function as a gauge for the efficacy of the protocol. Dyad 4 demonstrated 
criterion-level responding of at least 80% accuracy to this phase, however, completed the AM 
intervention due to their low rates of accurate echoics. Despite completing the accelerated or full 
intervention, the participants showed marginal increase in their accurate echoics. This suggests 
that Phase 13 may function as a measure for whether an individual’s faulty echoics are related to 
the lack of conditional discrimination between auditory stimuli (Greer & Chavez, 2004).  Rather 
there may be physical or motor development issues that can account for the flawed point-to-point 
correspondence between an observed auditory stimulus and the individua’s speech production.  
 Still, the results of this study add to previous research that has found AM to be effective 
for all 8 participants. This adds to the body of research that has found that increasingly more 
complex auditory discriminations can influence the production of accurate echoics with point-to-
point correspondence (Chavez-Brown, 2005; Reinbold, 2000). It is then this acquisition of 
conditioned reinforcement for correspondence between matching speech sounds that can 
improve phonemic awareness and articulation, as well as advanced listener responses and 
speaker-as-own-listener repertoires (i.e., BiN) (Choi, Greer, & Keohane, 2005; Du, Speckman, 
Medina, & Cole-Hatchard, 2017). This conditioned reinforcement for observation and 
discrimination of auditory stimuli may suggest why the AM protocol was successful when an 
accelerated dosage was utilized. The conditioned reinforcement was measured accurately by the 
criterion within the accelerated intensity, allowing for the reinforcement value to maintain rather 
than potentially satiate in the full intensity. Therefore, as with in Experiment 1, the behavior 





and advanced AM protocol phases or acquire tacts in the ITI protocol phases. In other words, the 
effects are less about the prolonged proficiency within the high-intensity learning environment of 
each phase, as minimal proficiency is sufficient so long as each phase of the protocol is 
mastered.  
It is important to note some limitations to the study that may have influenced the results. 
Only a single post-AM probe was conducted following the completion of the basic and advanced 
AM protocol. It would be beneficial to conduct a second, maintenance probe following the basic 
AM intervention but prior to the onset of the advanced AM intervention. This would provide 
more evidence on the effect the advanced AM procedure has on an accurate echoic repertoire. 
Due to the less substantial gains in echoics following the advanced AM phases, it is unclear 
whether the intervention caused these increases or whether the basic was sufficient in 
conditioning the auditory discrimination. The marginal increases could potentially be attributed 
to the acquisition of this new cusp and the consequent exposure to new contingencies in the 
individual’s environment. Some more general limitation should also be addressed by further 
research. The accelerated intensity of the AM was only evaluated with a small sample and 
additional participants should be run to examine the generality of the findings. This successful 
application of a parametric analysis to a second VBDT protocol to induce a cusp suggests the 
need for similar research with other protocols. Many VBDT procedures and interventions have 
been successful in behavior change, but evaluation of the efficiency and optimal dosage should 
be evaluated. This study allowed students to successfully acquire echoic repertoires through a 
quicker procedure that took less time and fewer instructional units, giving educational 










Relevant Literature  
 Results of the present study suggest that parametric analyses are important in determining 
treatment optimization and overall efficiency for behavioral change. Empirical analysis is 
fundamental to any evidence-based practice and enables interventions to be linked to behavioral 
principles (Baer, et al.), which may enhance treatment effectiveness, generality, and maintenance 
(Deitz, 1978; Mace, 1994; Michael, 1980; Pierce & Epling, 1980). Therefore, to maintain the 
integrity of behavior analysis practices during this expanding need for services, empirical 
research on treatment optimizations are critical. Countless studies have been published in peer-
reviewed journals with effective interventions, but rarely are these studies focused on the 
efficiency of these programs. Furthermore, parametric analyses promote better understanding of 
behavior-environment relations through the specific parameters of the environment within this 
relationship. To answer technical questions in the field, researchers generally use simple 
experimental designs to determine the reliable effectiveness of a treatment but place minimal 
effort in determining the components that produce the effect or evaluating the parametric 
boundaries of an intervention (Hayes, Rincover, & Solnick, 1980). By evaluating and confirming 
treatment optimization through parameter manipulation (i.e., parametric analyses), it can 
positively influence social and educational application, ease of treatment use, and overall 
treatment integrity.  





optimize educational application of ABA interventions. In the area of mastery criterion, Fuller 
and Fienup (2017) evaluated the effects of different criterion levels (50%, 80%, 90%) on skill 
acquisition and subsequent maintenance of responses and found that 90% correct when attaining 
a skill promoted the greatest skill maintenance. Similarly, Budd and Fienup (in preparation) 
evaluated mastery criterion frequency to compare responding at 90% accuracy in one session 
versus three consecutive sessions and found that increasing the number of sessions at which 
mastery needed to be demonstrated increased the time to mastery without changing the 
probability of maintaining those responses. Both of these studies showed, in general, that strict 
rules for stringent criteria (e.g., 80% accuracy across 3 sessions, 90% accuracy across 2 sessions) 
are not necessary for learning and skill maintenance. Experiment II expanded on this general 
effect, where criterion was reduced by the intended effects where still observed.    
In the area of treatment intensity for behavior reduction, Saini, Gregory, Uran, and 
Fantetti (2015) completed a parametric analysis to manipulate the treatment intensity. The 
researchers investigate a response interruption and redirection (RIRD) procedure as a treatment 
for vocal and/or motor stereotypy. They explicitly discussed the limitation that RIRD is often a 
time-consuming intervention that leads to lengthy interruptions to appropriate reinforcement and 
activities as the provocation for the study. The researchers exposed the participants to each of the 
parameters, consisting of baseline, RIRD with one demand and RIRD with the standard three 
demands. The researchers found that the RIRD with one demand was effective for reducing 
stereotypy for all the participants while requiring fewer demands and creating a shorter 
implementation time for the intervention. This study demonstrates the practicality of conducting 
a parametric analysis on a frequently utilized behavior change procedure to make it more 





when conducting RIRD procedures, it will also make it more likely to be implemented and used 
by practitioners because it is more time constricting and less intrusive. 
 Several researchers have also focused parametric analyses on specific parameters of 
treatment integrity errors and the collateral effect they have on behavior (DiGennaro, Martens, & 
Kleinmann, 2007; Wilder, Atwell, & Wine, 2006). DiGennaro Reed et al. (2011) focused not on 
the parameters within the intervention, but the degree of treatment integrity on producing the 
desired behavior change. The study focused on the errors of commission, which consists of 
integrity violations that are due to procedures implemented that were not true to the prescribed 
treatment protocol. Participants were taught to emit receptive responses to nonsense shapes 
under three conditions of 100%, 50% or 0% (correct implementation) errors of commission, 
where incorrect responses were reinforced. The results found that the participants performed best 
when treatment integrity was intact with 0% errors of commission. For two of the three 
participants, performance was also low and not differentiated for both 50% and 100% errors of 
commission. This suggests that even when some correct instruction is delivered, the effects are 
just as detrimental as when all instruction is incorrect.  
Generally, ABA parametric analysis research has evaluated the structural aspects of ABA 
intervention, leading to generic implications that can be applied to the field of ABA (i.e., 
treatment integrity, criterion level, session length, delay of reinforcement). However, there has 
been limited research into parametric analyses to evaluate the functional aspects of parameters 
for overall behavioral development. The findings of this study make a significant contribution to 
the investigation of parametric analyses through its application to more applied, evidence-based 
practices within the verbal development in children. Specifically, they provided more efficient 





allows the participants progress in their verbal development at a quicker rate. Students with 
developmental disabilities or poor educational environments often have a slower developmental 
trajectory compared to typically developing children, who typically have exponential language 
development (Hart & Risley, 1995). Due to this disparity, it is often difficult for children with 
delays to “catch up” to the development of their peers. However, if it is possible to acquire 
crucial repertoires (i.e., cusps and capabilities) at an accelerated rate, this gap in the development 
trajectory may be diminished.     
Results from Experiment I found that a parametric analysis was effective in determining 
a more efficient ITI procedure to induce BiN, a critical capability for incidental language 
learning. Further examination of the results from Experiment I also suggest that the manipulation 
of the parameter (intensity) may be directly related to the participant’s initial level of 
performance. For participants who demonstrated UniN at the onset of the study, the accelerated 
intervention of ITI was equally effective for inducing BiN when compared to the full version of 
ITI. However, students who demonstrated NiN at the onset of the study were able to quickly 
acquire UniN, but struggled to develop BiN. This was further observed through the potential 
correlation between the participants’ rate of learning (i.e., learn-units-to-criterion) and the 
number of ITI sets required. This suggests that individual differences may influence the optimal 
level of a given parameter.  
Furthermore, in the case that an evidence-based treatment is found ineffective for a given 
learner (i.e., Participant LZ and GA for the induction of BiN), a parametric analysis may reveal 
that non-standard treatment levels effectively produce behavior change. Each learner is unique, 
and parametric analyses allow for the adjustment of treatment parameters on an individual basis.  





durations of pre-session access to reinforcing stimuli on the rate of correct academic responding 
during subsequent sessions. Generally, longer durations of pre-session access increased the 
reinforcing efficacy of nonedible stimuli and decreased it for edible stimuli; however, these 
observations were individualized based on each participant.  While individual differences may 
impede conclusions regarding treatment efficacy, such as with Participant LZ and GA, the 
parametric analysis may indicate that these individual differences require further manipulation of 
the parameters (i.e., a more intense protocol).   
Parametric analysis can also facilitate the management of limited time and resources, as 
seen in Experiment II. Treatments can often be optimized in a variety of ways to limit the 
investment of excessive time and energy for little to no gains in behavior change. By reducing 
the stringency parameter (i.e., criterion) for the AM protocol, similar results were achieved when 
compared with the original stringency for the intervention. Participants who initially 
demonstrated low level of accurate echoics were able to exhibit increases in their echoic 
repertoire following both the full and the accelerated intensity of the AM protocol. These 
findings may guide decisions on how to allocate resources and time for a given protocol without 
compromising the efficacy of the treatment.   
Educational Implications  
 Results of Experiment I and Experiment II both expand on the body of literature on 
parametric analyses to develop more efficient protocols to induce verbal behavior developmental 
cusps and capabilities. As discussed above, Hart and Risley (1995) found that children from 
different backgrounds typically develop language skills around the same age; however, the 
subsequent rate of vocabulary growth is strongly influenced by how much parents talk to their 





vocabulary at an exponentially quicker rate than their peers from working class or welfare 
families, who spoke fewer words to their children. Therefore, students with disabilities or from 
economically disadvantaged social settings often have slower verbal behavior development and 
acquisition of cusps and capabilities, which continues to compound as they mature (Greer & 
O’Sullivan, 2007; Hart & Risley, 1995). This is because a cusp brings the developing individual 
into contact with more crucial and complex contingencies, thereby expanding their realm within 
their environment (Rosales-Ruiz & Baer, 1997). So, when a student has verbal behavioral cusps 
and capabilities in their repertoire, he/she are able to learn through new contingencies, at faster 
rates, and in new ways he/she previously could not. Consequently, the sooner a child can acquire 
more cusps and capabilities, the more effective and efficient their learning can be. The sooner 
these repertoires are acquired, the more opportunity the individual has to catch up and close the 
“30 million word gap” (Hart & Risley, 2003). It is also important to recognize that these verbal 
behavior developmental cusps and capabilities develop as a process or hierarchy, requiring a 
foundation of cusps before higher-order cusps can be acquired (Greer & Ross, 2008). This 
supports the need for foundational cusps to be induced as quickly and efficiently as possible, to 
improve educational outcomes to allow for even more to be gained.  
Limitations 
 This study varied from many ABA parametric analyses in that a between-subjects, rather 
than a within-subject analysis was conducted. Often, parametric analyses are conducted with 
discrete, separable behaviors, such as learning tacts or sight words.  In these cases, researchers 
construct different sets of stimuli and assign those sets to different parametric levels.  In this 
study, I targeted repertoires, not discrete responses, which was not amenable to a within-subject 





measure changes and draw conclusions. The participants in the study were matched into dyads 
based on various similarities, such as rate of learning (i.e., learn-units-to-criterion) and verbal 
behavioral repertoires, however, it is difficult for all variables to be matched between subjects. 
This also lends to a low power when conducting the between-subject analyses because of the low 
sample size.  
Consequently, another limitation across both Experiment I and II is the sample size. In 
both experiments, the studies were limited to four dyads, for a total of eight participants. 
Experiment I also evaluated the participants based on whether their repertoire consisted of UniN 
or NiN. This further reduced sample size in Experiment I to two dyads (four participants) for 
students with UniN and two (four participants) dyads for students with NiN. Ideally, more 
participants would be recruited for the study to test the reliability of the results. This would also 
allow for finer discrimination in rates of learning when evaluating the effect of this variable on 
the parameter measured. Another limitation for Experiment I was the omission of a second post-
intervention BiN probe for Dyad 4. If another post-intervention probe had been conducted, it 
would have been possible to determine whether improvements made by the participants, 
especially participant RM, demonstrated the emergence of BiN.  
 Experiment I also only utilized contrived (i.e., unfamiliar) stimuli to evaluate BiN level 
(BiN, UniN, or NiN) for each participant. Some may argue that stimuli that mimic more realistic 
classroom curricula across listener and speaker tasks could demonstrate different BiN levels in 
students. However, perhaps these unfamiliar stimuli are critical in determining the highest level 
of BiN and the corresponding reinforcement value for new speaker and listener responses to 
stimuli that look unlike anything encountered before. Rationale for these stimuli focused on 





However, an inverse relationship could still be observed in Experiment I between the number of 
required learn units of ITI and the pre-intervention BiN performance. Yet a limitation can be 
observed with the inability to observe a similar relationship in Experiment II. During this 
experiment, the participants completed and exited the AM protocol once completing the basic 
and advanced phases of the intervention. Due to this, it is difficult to see a relationship between 
the number of required learn units of AM and pre-intervention levels of accurate echoics. While 
increased echoic accuracy was observed, it is unclear whether additional AM learn units would 
have continued to increase the echoics to higher levels of correct responding. 
Lastly, demographics may function as a confounding variable due to the omission of any 
formal diagnosis and SES for the participants in both Experiment I and II. Many studies, 
including Hart and Risley (1995) have acknowledged that SES has an impact on language 
exposure and development. Educational classification/diagnosis of ASD, SLI, OHI, and MD was 
determined based on parent/guardian reporting. The participants in the study were recruited from 
a school where students came from homes from a variety of different school districts, and 
therefore the Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) were not always comparable.    
Future Research 
Parametric analysis is common in ABA research and has been used to evaluate a wide 
variety of treatment parameters such as learning trials per session, session length, treatment 
duration, and the pace of instruction, among others (Codding & Lane, 2015).  While these are 
important parameters for generic instructional sessions, they can also be applied to VBDT 
protocols. Experiment I evaluated the learning trials per session for ITI to induce BiN while 
Experiment II analyzed pace of instruction (i.e., criterion level) for AM to induce accurate echoic 





verbal behavior developmental cusps and capabilities. Within this study, other parameters could 
be evaluated for these same protocols to further understand the environment that impacts the 
behavior change and subsequent induction of a cusps/capability. Experiment I manipulated the 
number of opportunities during ITI (2 vs. 4), but future research could determine whether the 
manipulation of number of tacts learned produces similar or different outcomes.  If the critical 
component of ITI is learning many tacts, a parametric analysis showing teaching fewer tacts 
would shed light on this component. Parameters within Experiment II could also be further 
manipulated, such as the number of phases or the size of difference between each phase (e.g., 
completing every other phase or every 3rd phase). These manipulations could also produce 
different outcomes that could further promote the efficient application of the AM protocol for 
inducing an accurate echoic cusp.  
Verbal behavior developmental researchers have sought to identify a specific sequence or 
hierarchy of cusps and capabilities in an individual’s repertoire to allow for novel learning and 
the ability to become “truly verbal” (Greer, Pohl, Du, & Moschella, 2017). When this cusp is 
faulty or absent from an individual’s repertoire, developmental interventions are required to 
establish these cusps, likely through the establishment of new or learned reinforcers 
simultaneous with new motivational conditions (Greer, 2002).  
While these research-based protocols have been co effective for inducing cusps, little 
research has looked at the efficiency of the protocols. One such area is conditioning reinforcers 
(i.e., toys, books, environments, stimuli) through the stimulus-stimulus pairing procedure (SSP). 
Many studies have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of this intervention since its 
early research (Smith, Michael, & Sundberg, 1996; Sundberg, Michael, Partington, & Sundberg, 





SSP procedure. Interval or duration blocks are generally pre-determined or arbitrarily set when 
conducting the pairing aspect of the procedure. Yet further research could evaluate how different 
durations at the initial onset of the SSP procedure could impact the conditioned reinforcement of 
a stimuli. The number or quantity of pairings could also be systematically evaluated through a 
parametric analysis to determine optimal pairings. Generalized Motor Imitation (GMI) and its 
accompanying mirror protocol, is another cusp that is a capability that would benefit from 
parametric analyses. Traditionally, the protocol has been run by selecting and teaching novel 
motor responses in sets of four actions that are mastered before a probe for GMI is conducted 
(Du, 2011; Du & Greer, 2014). This process repeats several times until the child is eventually 
able to demonstrate the capability. However, parametric analyses could evaluate the number of 
actions to teach in a given set, either by increasing exemplars while maintaining 20 trials 
sessions or by increasing the session trials.  
However, it is important to determine if and when a parametric analysis is necessary, 
practical or even ethically possible. Schlinger (2017) criticized the technical drift of ABA 
research that has led to an overwhelming amount of technological practice in the field. 
Therefore, he suggests the need for behavior analysts to apply parametric analyses practically 
into the application of ABA. This includes the need to analyze parameters for all: goals of 
programs (i.e., controlling variables), behaviors, claims of reinforcement, claims of treatment 
effects, sources of student error, environmental constraints, and teacher effectiveness (Schlinger, 
2017, p. 340). These seven ways to analyze contingencies and parameters that govern behavior 
are further discussed in this article to develop analysis in practicing behavior analysts and is a 







 The goal of this study was to contribute to previous literature and research on protocols 
utilized to induce verbal behavior developmental cusps and capabilities. The findings support 
previous research on Intensive Tact Instruction (ITI) and Auditory Matching (AM) as effective 
interventions for inducing BiN and accurate echoics, respectively, while also expanding on the 
literature on developing more efficient, cost-effective methods for these vital protocols. By 
looking at the intensity of ITI in Experiment I, it was evident that more efficient methods could 
be developed for individuals who already demonstrate the UniN repertoire. The experiment also 
raises more questions and need for further research on the emergence of UniN and BiN for 
students who initially present with NiN. Criterion stringency for AM was evaluated within 
Experiment II, and demonstrated that similar results could be achieved regardless of the 
magnitude of the mastery criterion. Overall, the application of parametric analyses to VBDT 
protocols exhibits the need for parameter evaluation to determine the best methods, and how 
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Figure A1. A sample of the presentation of a BiN match-to-sample naming experience. For the given 
naming experience, the experimenter presented the singular image of the daled to the image of the beagle 
on the bottom, along with a row of three images above, one of which matched the target stimuli. The 
experimenter said “Match daled with daled.” The student was reinforced with praise/playful physical 
contact and a correct BiN match to sample response was recorded with a plus (+) if the student matched 







Figure A2. A sample of a BiN probe trial for a lister (i.e., point-to) response. For the given probe trial, the 
experimenter asked the student to “point to daled.” If the student pointed to the target stimulus within 5s, 
a plus (+) was recorded; if the student emitted an incorrect response or did not respond within 5s, a minus 








Figure A3. A sample of a BiN probe trial for an intraverbal or tact (speaker) response. For the given probe 
trial, the experimenter prompted the student to say the name of the stimulus by pointing to the image and 
(a) saying “what is this?” (for an intraverbal probe trial) or (b) providing no vocal antecedent (for a tact 
probe trial) If the student said the correct name (“daled”) or an approximation of the name within 5s, a 
plus (+) was recorded; if the student emitted an incorrect response or did not respond within 5s, a minus  








Experiment I Dyad Comparison Data 
 
 


































































































































































Figure B4. Detailed demonstration of the demonstration of BiN for Dyad 4 following three to 












































































































































Experiment I Intervention Data 
 
 
Figure C1. Detailed correct responses to the ITI intervention for Dyad 1 across 10-learn unit 

































































Figure C2. Detailed correct responses to the ITI intervention for Dyad 2 across 10-learn unit 



































































Figure C3. Detailed correct responses to the ITI intervention for Dyad 3 across 10-learn unit 
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Figure C4. Detailed correct responses to the ITI intervention for Dyad 4 across 10-learn unit 
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Figure D1. Detailed demonstration of accurate echoics for Dyad 1 following the basic and 
















































































Figure D2. Detailed demonstration of accurate echoics for Dyad 2 following the basic and 

















































































Figure D3. Detailed demonstration of accurate echoics for Dyad 3 following the basic and 
advanced AM intervention. 
  


















































































Figure D4. Detailed demonstration of accurate echoics for Dyad 4 following the basic and 
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